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France

Snam’s subsidiary Cubogas, which specializes in 
technological solutions for CNG stations, was awarded 
tenders to construct two new refueling facilities for RATP, 
the Parisian transport company operating in the Île-de-
France region. This will enable Snam and Cubogas to make 
a tangible contribution to the decarbonization of public 
transport in Paris by promoting widespread use of natural 
gas.

The orders, which involved a total value of approximately 2 
million euros, include the installation of six compressors 
in locations near the French capital to supply around 400 
buses that run in the metropolitan area of Paris using 
natural gas. The new stations will be up and running by 
the end of 2020. The RATP plans to build five more CNG 
stations and set up new environmentally-friendly natural 
gas buses by 2025.

In Italy, Snam wants to set up around 150 new filling 
stations providing natural gas and biomethane by 2023, 
with an investment of 50 million euros, strengthening the 
country’s European leadership in this sector.

To date, the subsidiary Snam4Mobility has delivered eight 
stations and contracted a further hundred. In total, Snam’s 
investments in sustainable mobility, which also include the 
construction of two small liquefaction plants (small-scale 
LNG) for heavy transport, will amount to 100 million euros 
by 2023.

energy sources,” added Shell Turkey Country President 
Ahmet Erdem. “LNG, which has a lower import cost 
compared to diesel, will have a positive impact on the 
current account deficit when used in road transport.”

Turkey

Shell & Turcas launched first LNG fueling site in Turkey, on 
the Anatolian Motorway. Turkey now becomes the fourth 
European country where Shell operates an LNG station 
for road transport. The facility is located in Sapanca on 
the Istanbul-Ankara highway which receives the highest 
volumes of international transport traffic.

Turcas Petrol said the opening of the facility marks the 
start of a new era in Turkey’s road transport offering a 
new alternative fuel for the segment. Setting up this filling 
station was the company response to the growing demand 
for alternative energy sources in Turkey.

“In this way, we will be able to see an increase in the 
number of trucks using LNG fuel on the roads in a much 
shorter period of time. We will continue to give our best 
support,” said Cem Murat Yildirim, General Manager of 
the Transport and Infrastructure Ministry of Hazardous 
Substances and Combined Transport, who also added 
they want to increase the number of LNG filling stations to 
support the logistics sector.

“We expect the number of LNG vehicles to increase to 10% 
of the truck fleet in our country soon. One of the major 
advantages of LNG is that it is environmentally friendly as 
well as it provides fuel saving,” commented Ali Bilaloğlu, 
Doğuş Otomotiv CEO. “The concept of carbon footprint 
gains importance day by day and that the demand for 
alternative fuel vehicles will increase rapidly.”

“Demand for energy in the world is increasing, and that 
this demand needs to use more and cleaner alternative 

Sweden

Gasum has received grants from the Swedish Climate Leap 
initiative (Klimatklivet) for a planned new biogas plant and 
four natural gas filling stations for heavy-duty vehicles. 
Gasum is aiming to reduce CO2-emissions in the road 
transport sector with bio-LNG and LNG. The new projects 
support the development of the Nordic gas ecosystem.

The new planned biogas plant supported by Klimatklivet 
will be located in Götene, Sweden. The approved grant for 
Gasum’s plant is valued at EUR 15 million. Manure will be 
the main feedstock and the biogas produced at the plant 
will be used for biomethane production. In addition, the 
plant will produce biofertilizers, which for the most partwill 
be organically certified.

“The idea for the biogas plant was first initiated by the 
local farmers’ association Götene Biogas Ekonomisk 
Förening. It’s important for us to further develop our 
presence in the agricultural sector, so we are looking 
forward to the cooperation. The biogas plant project will 
strengthen our production capacity, create local jobs 
and contribute significantly to our work to reach climate 
targets. We acknowledge the great importance of the 
Klimatklivet grant and thank the Swedish Environmental 
Agency for their foresight and professionalism,” said Erik 
Woode, Senior Manager of Business Development, Gasum 
Sweden.

Moreover, four new NGV stations are being built with 
the Klimatklivet grant, which will be located in Malmö, 
Halmstad and in eastern and western Gothenburg. The 
stations are planned to begin operating in 2020. The 
grant of EUR 3 million was approved for the four stations 
by the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency under 
Klimatklivet, which supports climate investments to cut 
CO2-emissions in the country. The filling stations chosen 
for the grant are located in high-traffic areas, and will be 
part of the refueling network which offers bio-LNG and 
LNG for heavy-duty vehicles.

“Klimatklivet is essential in supporting our journey towards 
a carbon-neutral society. Without the grant, we wouldn’t 
be able to build these new stations in Sweden. People are 
becoming more aware of the benefits of gas in Sweden and 
now is the time to invest in clean energy solutions,” added 
Mikael Antonsson, Director, Traffic, Gasum Sweden.  

Spain

The natural gas vehicle fleet continues to increase and 
closed 2019 with 22,814 new units, 60% more than in 2018. 
In addition, the continued growth in the number of light and 
heavy commercial vehicles -91% and 59% respectively- is 
a sign that this fuel is consolidated as the economic and 
eco-friendly option for the professional transport of goods 
and passengers.

The wide range of models available, the price of fuel, the 
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range of vehicles and refueling times similar to those 
of conventional fuels, are factors that have driven the 
growth of registrations during the past year to locate the 
natural gas truck fleet in 4,190 units, in addition to 3,688 
vans and 3,029 buses. Similarly, this option gains weight 
in passenger cars, reaching a total fleet of almost 12,000 
vehicles (88% higher than in 2018) of which 5,574 have 
registered in 2019.

The Autonomous Communities with more NGV 
registrations are the Community of Madrid, Catalonia, 
Castilla-La Mancha, the Valencian Community and 
Andalusia.

The natural gas refueling network has also continued 
to grow in 2019, increasing capillarity throughout the 
territory. 19 new natural gas stations have been opened, 
with a total of 79 CNG stations and 49 LNG stations 
currently in operation. The forecast for 2020 is that the 
number of CNG and LNG sites surpasses the 130 and 75 
locations respectively.

To analyze this extremely positive scenario for natural 
gas and sustainable mobility, and evaluate the latest 
technological developments in alternative fuels, AltFuels 
Iberia 2020 will be held on 5-9 October at IFEMA Trade 
Fair Center in Madrid. The event will feature first level 
conferences and exhibition of vehicles of all kinds, 
refueling stations, components, plants, and road and 
marine engines, among other things, with multiple 
networking and business options. For more information, 
please contact info@altfuelsiberia.com.

Estonia

As of 1 January 2020, all 64 of the buses traveling on 
Tartu’s urban lines are powered by renewable natural 
gas. Tartu is one of the few medium-sized cities in Europe 
where the city’s entire public transportation system 
has been converted to operate on renewable fuel. The 
adoption of biomethane-powered buses is supported by 
the Environmental Investment Centre with EUR 2.2 million 
from the European Union’s Cohesion Fund.

According to Tartu Deputy Mayor Raimond Tamm, Tartu’s 
big goal is to reduce the environmental impact resulting 
from transportation. “The adoption of biomethane allows 
us to take a major step forward in that direction. A clean, 
people-friendly and sustainable city environment has been 
Tartu’s priority for decades, as it is today and will continue 
to be in the future,” he commented.

The energy company Alexa supplies Tartu’s buses 
with bio-CNG at the region’s largest public natural gas 
station, located at Ringtee 25, in Tartu. “In terms of the 
environment, there is no better alternative to biomethane 
in the transport sector today. It is also made unique by the 
fact that it is produced locally in Estonia. In this way we are 
able to use the locally produced renewable fuel to reduce 
the volume of imported liquid fuels, keep jobs in Estonia, 
and support rural areas,” said Aivo Adamson, Chairman of 
the Management Board of AS Alexela.

The start of biomethane production is planned for this 
summer, in Ilmatsalu, with the majority of the plant’s 
output set to be consumed by Tartu’s urban buses. This 
is an excellent example of how the recycling of regional 

Serbia

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
(EBRD) is financing improvements to public transport in 
Novi Sad, Serbia’s second largest city, with the first project 
under the EBRD Green Cities program in an effort to tackle 
environmental challenges in the city. A €7 million loan 
agreement, which was signed by the EBRD and the Public 
Transport Company of Novi Sad, will allow the company 
to purchase new buses that run on natural gas, which 
significantly reduce pollution emissions.

“We are pleased that we are stepping up our cooperation 
with Novi Sad with the first signed project under the EBRD 
Green Cities. New buses will help reduce air pollution 
while providing better quality transport for citizens of Novi 
Sad. We will continue to support the city in its efforts to 
create better environment and quality of services,” said 
Zsuzsanna Hargitai, EBRD Regional Director, Western 
Balkans.

This project is part of the wider ongoing bus fleet renewal, 
which the company started earlier this year. The new CNG 
buses financed by the EBRD will be in use from 2020 and 
they will contribute to the significantly improved quality, 
reliability and attractiveness of public transport. They 
will replace part of the old diesel bus fleet and will serve 
citizens on the busiest urban bus routes in the city, thus 
reducing CO2 emissions by at least 70%. They will also be 
equipped with wheelchair lift access and allocated areas 

bio-waste allows for the development of environmentally 
friendly services in the same region and the creation of 
‘green’ jobs.
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for disabled people.

EBRD Green Cities is a program that helps cities articulate 
a sustainable development vision and the strategic 
investments necessary to address priority environmental 
issues. Each city develops a Green Cities Action Plan, 
which identifies and prioritizes their most pressing 
environmental challenges. Novi Sad is the second city in 
Serbia to join EBRD Green Cities, alongside Belgrade.

since we have to worry about this issue worldwide. One of 
the main advantages of acquiring an LNG vehicle is also 
the economic issue, the cost of the kilometer compared to 
a diesel vehicle,” said Renato Neves, managing partner of 
T.C. Pombalense

Pedro António, traffic manager at T.C. Pombalense, 
also commented: “Currently, we use these vehicles for 
transportation nationwide from Trás-os-Montes to the 
Algarve. The route is planned day by day and service 
by service taking into account the need for natural gas 
supply.”

“At this time, with about 300 Scania vehicles, our 
relationship with the brand is no longer supplier and 
customer; it’s something more. There is a reliability, 
trust in Scania. We believe it is a good product, hence we 
continue betting on the brand,” added Renato Neves.

Croatia

The first LNG station has opened in Croatia, marking a 
major step on the country’s road towards establishing 
alternative fuel infrastructure. The new facility, officially 
launched in December with the presence of Assistant 
Minister Alen Gospocic (Ministry of the Sea, Transport and 
Infrastructure), is located close to the Adriatic city of Rijeka 
and is part of a 2.48 million euro project, which includes 
the opening of three such filling stations in Croatia and 
Slovenia.

“The filling station will have a huge economic and 
ecological impact since it contributes to the stronger use 
of LNG in heavy cargo transport, to the decarbonization 
of the transport system and to the improvement of the 
environmental efficiency of the transport sector,” the 
ministry’s statement said.

With the project, Croatia joins the European LNG Blue 
Corridors infrastructure initiative, which involves 
cooperation between heavy duty vehicle manufacturers, 
fuel suppliers, fuel distributors and fleet operators. Its 
goal is to build 14 new LNG or L-CNG stations at critical 
locations along four corridors covering the Atlantic area, 
the Mediterranean region, and connecting Europe from 
south to north and west to east.

The project is also part of the Connecting Europe Facility 
(CEF) for Transport, which is the EU’s funding instrument 
for supporting investments in Europe’s transport 
infrastructure.

In parallel with this, Croatia is building an LNG terminal 
on the Adriatic island of Krk, which is expected to connect 
to the national grid as of 2021. The project comprises the 
construction and operation of a floating LNG terminal 
featuring a floating storage and regasification unit (FSRU) 
and its connections to the national gas transmission 
network. The terminal will have the capacity to transport 
2.6 billion cubic meters of natural gas per year.

Portugal

Transportes Central Pombalense, which has more than 54 
years dedicated to the transport of goods both nationally 
and internationally, operates trucks prepared for all types 
of cargo. Currently its fleet consists of about 300 Scania 
vehicles, three of which are powered by LNG. The latter 
feature engines with a power of 410 hp and 2,000 Nm from 
1,100 to 1,400 rpm, figures comparable to those of diesel 
engines of the same size.

“Our decision to bet on LNG vehicles was aimed at 
reducing CO2 emissions and the environmental footprint, 

Slovenia

The Slovenian Ministry of Finance recently submitted a 
new proposal for the introduction of a new type of vehicle 
tax, which unlike the currently existing one, will not focus 
entirely on a vehicle’s selling price. Instead, the Ministry’s 
proposal is entirely driven by environmental concerns. 
The government believes that the introduction of this new 
tax will help citizens make a green transition, as it would 
drive consumers to choose less-polluting alternatives, like 
natural gas or hydrogen-powered vehicles.

The draft law includes stipulations that more polluting 
vehicles will be taxed at a higher rate. As stated by the 
Ministry of Finance: “Diesel-powered vehicles will be 
taxed more than gasoline-powered vehicles, as they are 
so far, because they are less environmentally friendly, 
mainly due to higher emissions of NOx solids. Vehicles with 
higher engine power and higher CO2 emissions and lower 
Euro emissions will be taxed more than those with lower 
engine power and lower CO2 emissions and higher Euro 
emissions.”

According to the Ministry’s own analysis, by promoting 
the use of alternative modes of transport and alternative 
vehicles, the country would become cleaner and healthier. 
The steady phasing out of diesel-powered vehicles and 
their replacement with ones running on natural gas, 
hydrogen or electricity will lead to the improvement not 
only of air quality but also of the quality of life in Slovenian 
cities.

Moreover, a reduction in pollution recently became a 
must in Slovenia, following a formal warning issued by 
the European Commission regarding the country’s PM10 
levels. In Ljubljana for example, local authorities have 
been hard at work seeking solutions to its air pollution 
problems, reported TheMayor.eu.

Belgium

The Brussels Motor Show 2020 is here. This year, it is a 
so-called ‘private car salon’ focusing on private car drivers, 
who are looking for alternatives more and more explicitly. 
They want to check out electric or hybrid cars of course. 
However, CNG is getting more and more attention too, 
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especially now that new models are entering the market 
and the network keeps expanding considerably in Belgium 
and its neighboring countries. A review of the situation is 
imperative.

The number of CNG cars is gradually increasing towards 
20,000 registered units

The number of registrations of CNG cars in 2019 rose to 
the level of 2018. This increasing trend will most likely 
accelerate again in 2020. Experts are talking about twice as 
many registrations. Maarten Van Houdenhove, PR officer 
at DATS 24, explained: “The market is moving again. In 
2020, several new models will enter the market. Early 
2020, Skoda will introduce a CNG version of its recently 
presented Scala. They are also launching the Skoda Kamiq 
on CNG. It will be the 2nd compact SUV on natural gas 
after the Seat Arona.”

Car manufacturers keep focusing on CNG

The other manufacturers are also confirming their 
confidence in CNG as a fuel. “Audi is reintroducing the A5-
sportsback in a g-tron motorization, in addition to their A3 
and A4 models, which were already reintroduced as a CNG 
variant after the WLTP episodes. And VW, which launches 
the Golf 8 on the market, confirms that CNG motorization 
will be available. At SsangYong, they sound the same note. 
The new Tivoli remains available with CNG engine. They 
also expect a lot from the SsangYong Korando on natural 
gas”, said Van Houdenhove.

Seat’s General Import Manager Gert Van Leeuw 
highlighted: “We have seen a boom in CNG sales in recent 
years: in 2018 the number of sales doubled compared to 
2016. In 2019 our CNG sales already increased by 24% 
compared to last year. Our most popular TGI models are 
the Arona and Leon, which together account for over 76% 
of our Belgian CNG sales. 2020 will be an important year. 
Our CNG offer will remain an integral and important part of 
our strategy for the future.”

CNG network continues to expand considerably in Belgium 
and Europe

DATS 24 really stirred the market and is now running 75 
of the 135 CNG stations in Belgium. Colruyt Group’s fuel 
supplier will continue on the same track in 2020. They 
plan to open 11 new CNG stations in Brakel, Mechelen, 
Wommelgem, Pecq, Frameries, Halle, Herstal, Wilrijk, 
Boutersem, Ben Ahin and Doornik.

Total Belgium also jumps on this wagon and announced 
that it will open a new CNG station a month in 2020. Almost 
all other fuel suppliers are starting to build CNG facilities 
at their filling stations. CNG is also coming on fast in other 
European countries as well, with ambitious expansion 
plans in France, Germany, Spain and Italy. Moreover, the 
fuel plays an increasingly important role in making road 
traffic greener.

Natural gas makes mobility much greener

A recent study carried out by the Commission for Electricity 
and Gas Regulation (CREG) concluded that natural gas is 
very important to green transport. According to this study, 
driving on CNG emits up to 31% less CO2 and reduces 

particulate matter and NOx emissions by around 75%. 
After battery-electric cars and hydrogen cars, the CNG 
car therefore achieves the highest eco-score, before the 
hybrids.

The French study bureau IFP Energie Nouvelles confirmed 
this order of climate and environmental benefits of CNG. 
The authors state that in a WTW approach (Well to wheel, 
i.e. including extraction and production of the fuel or 
energy) CNG scores a lot better than diesel and petrol. In 
addition, bio-CNG scores at least as well – if not better – in 
terms of CO2 emissions as electric driving.

The will to achieve green mobility is sincere

People looking for a new car are wondering whether to 
choose a diesel or petrol car. The desire for greening 
is increasingly present. Their absolute prerequisite is 
not having to sacrifice comfort and user-friendliness. 
Moreover, not many people are prepared to pay more for 
a clean car.  “And that’s the strength of natural gas for 
driving,” commented Raf Flebus, Business Unit Manager 
at DATS 24.

“Air quality worries us, especially in Flanders. The 
motorist really wants to be greener, but maintaining his 
well-known comfort and at no extra cost. CNG cars offer 
major advantages: they are cheaper, they can be used 
everywhere and they contribute substantially to a healthier 
environment,” added Flebus.

Israel

Ashdod Port Company had the winning bid in a tender 
published by the Ministry of Energy to receive grants to 
establish a natural gas refueling station that will lead to 
improved energy and environmental efficiency, as well 
as more savings in the port’s operational expenses. The 
company will receive up to 2.8 million shekels (USD 
810,000) in grants. 

After they were notified that they had the winning bid, 
Ashdod Port Company entered into advanced negotiations 
with the leading natural gas company in the region, Darom 
Natural Gas.

Furthermore, Ashdod Port Company began to move 
forward with administrative work to develop port projects 
to use the natural gas, in order to maximize the energy 
efficiency and savings in the Port’s operational expenses.

In this context the Port began to develop two projects: 
Establishing a power station for internal use with a scope 
of 5 megawatt and establishing a natural gas station for 
terminal tugs. These projects are expected to bring savings 
of 25-30% in the Port’s energy consumption expenses – for 
example, in the day-to-day crane operations at the port.

“As part of Ashdod Port’s preparations for the era of 
competition in the seaports, we are taking steps towards 
energy and environmental efficiency; which will eventually 
lead to savings in the Port’s operational expenses. We are 
happy that Ministry of Energy sees us as a leading partner 
among Israel’s ports in promoting the transition of Israel’s 
factories to using natural gas,” said Ashdod Port Company 
CEO Isaac Blumenthal.
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Lidl, IVECO, LC3 and Edison 
introduce first biomethane 
vehicles 

Five biomethane trucks in the Lidl fleet were unveiled, a result of the company’s 
collaboration with IVECO, LC3 Trasporti and Edison. This is a first in the Italian Retail and 
Mass Distribution Sector.

F ive new biomethane-fueled trucks in the Lidl 
fleet were unveiled, a result of the company’s 
collaboration with IVECO, LC3 Trasporti and 
Edison. This is a first in the Italian Retail and Mass 

Distribution Sector, which again highlights the partners’ 
unwavering commitment. The new fleet will be used to 
restock points of sale in Northern Italy.

Unveiled during a press conference at Lidl’s logistics center 
in Somaglia, the new IVECO Stralis NP 460 HP CNG will be 
powered by biomethane, a renewable and sustainable fuel 
both in terms of the levels of CO2 emitted by the vehicle 
and of life cycle emissions, which are significantly lower 
compared to other types of fuel.

“We are extremely proud to be the first Italian company 
to use the newest vehicles powered by biomethane, a fuel 
that promotes an economic model based on sustainability 
and the circularity of resources. Our long-term goal is to 

gradually switch from transport that mainly runs on fossil 
fuels to alternative fuels with reduced CO2 emissions, such 
as biomethane and LNG, already used in a large fleet of 
vehicles. Lidl’s quest for more sustainable logistics started 
in 2015, when we introduced the first LNG-fueled trucks. 
Since then we have achieved extremely positive results: 
even though we’ve continually expanded our activity and 
open on average 40 new points of sale per year, we have 
still managed to reduce CO2 emissions by 5.2% — that’s 
620,000 tons of emissions avoided. We would like to thank 
our partners for helping us with this initiative: LC3, IVECO 
and Edison. They are all large companies, leaders in their 
respective sectors, and share our values and commitment 
to sustainability,” said Pietro Rocchi, Managing Director of 
Sales and Logistics at Lidl Italia.

 “IVECO has realized that the path to sustainable transport 
requires alternative traction systems and has met the 
increasingly pressing demands in this area with natural 
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gas powered vehicles (gaseous and liquefied), which, 
are today the only concrete and immediately available 
alternative in order to provide sustainable transport. The 
true alternative that is already a reality today is biomethane, 
which enables the almost total abatement of CO2 emissions, 
creating a virtuous circle of economical and eco-friendly 
self-sufficiency; in fact, it is a shining example of circular 
economy. To arrive where we are today, we at IVECO have 
been working for many years, reaching the point where we 
can guarantee safety, infrastructure and mileage range. The 
world is changing, and it is changing fast, and the future will 
definitely see the introduction of new technologies. However, 
the road to achieving the same conditions in terms of load 
capacity level, range, refilling times and infrastructures 
remains long, therefore we feel that the only current 
solution that is both readily available and economically 
sustainable is biomethane, in all forms, be it CNG or LNG,” 
commented Alessandro Oitana, Medium & Heavy Business 
Line Manager at IVECO.

“Ever since LC3 was founded we have paid maximum 
attention to technological innovations and technologies 
in the heavy-duty road transport production sector, which 
could signal the start of a new form of road haulage 
characterized by paying extreme attention both to 
environmental problems and active and passive safety. It 
is only thanks to the first vehicles introduced by IVECO in 
2013, the innovative LNG-fueled vehicles, and an awareness 
of environmental problems shown by Lidl, that LC3 have 

been able to develop our own new method of organizing 
transportation, up until today, when we have achieved 
another important result by choosing biomethane trucks. 
There still remains a lot to do as regards biomethane 
production systems, storage, liquefaction and widespread 
distribution systems; but in any case, LC3 confirms its 
commitment and reliance on biomethane, as do its partners 
IVECO, Lidl and Edison,” explained Mario Ambrogi, Executive 
Director of LC3 Trasporti.

“The use of renewable energy sources and the 
decarbonization of transport are some of Edison’s core 
objectives, in line with European targets on sustainability. 
Today we are extremely proud to announce another step 
forward in the mass distribution model, thanks to the 
responsible and joint commitment of all operators in the 
chain. Edison now supplies methane to more than 200 
refueling stations across Italy, is a member of GSE for 
biomethane, and is currently the main operator qualified 
to collect and distribute this fuel. Furthermore, Edison is 
involved in creating the first logistics chain that integrates 
LNG for further development of sustainable mobility in 
heavy- duty and maritime transport. Thanks to these 
developments, Edison’s contribution to distributing 
sustainable mobility is based on a full range of services that 
include electrical, methane and biomethane, LNG and soon 
bio-LNG mobility,” added Davide Macor, Edison Business 
Market Director.
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Lidl, IVECO, LC3 ed Edison 
presentano i primi mezzi 
alimentati a biometano

La nuova flotta green di Lidl è stata presentata il 22 gennaio presso il centro logistico 
di Somaglia (LO) e verrà impiegata per il rifornimento dei punti vendita nel Nord 
Italia. Si tratta di una novità assoluta in Italia per il settore del Retail e della Grande 
Distribuzione Organizzata

S ono stati presentati i cinque nuovi mezzi alimentati 
a biometano della flotta Lidl, realizzati grazie alla 
collaborazione con i membri NGV Italy IVECO, 
LC3 Trasporti ed Edison. Si tratta di una novità 

assoluta in Italia per il settore del Retail e della Grande 
Distribuzione Organizzata che dimostra ancora una volta 
la concretezza dell’impegno di tutti i partner coinvolti sul 
tema della sostenibilità ambientale.

Svelati alla stampa nel corso di una conferenza organizzata 
presso il centro logistico Lidl di Somaglia (LO), i nuovi 
camion IVECO Stralis NP 460CV CNG saranno alimentati 
a biometano, combustibile rinnovabile e sostenibile 
sia per quanto riguarda i livelli di CO2 emessi dal 
tubo di scappamento che per le emissioni del ciclo di 
vita, sensibilmente inferiori rispetto agli altri tipi di 
combustibile. 

Pietro Rocchi, Amministratore Delegato Vendite e 
Logistica Lidl Italia ha commentato così l’impegno di 
Lidl a favore di una logistica sempre più green: “Siamo 
molto orgogliosi di essere la prima azienda italiana a 
impiegare i nuovissimi mezzi alimentati a biometano, un 
combustibile che promuove un modello economico fondato 

su sostenibilità e circolarità delle risorse. Come obiettivo 
di lungo periodo, vogliamo gradualmente passare da un 
trasporto principalmente basato su combustibili fossili, 
a combustibili alternativi ad emissioni ridotte di CO2, 
come il biometano e il gas naturale liquido (LNG), che già 
impieghiamo con una nutrita flotta di mezzi. Il percorso di 
Lidl per una logistica più sostenibile è cominciato nel 2015, 
quando abbiamo presentato i primi camion alimentati a 
LNG. Da quel momento abbiamo raggiunto risultati molto 
positivi: nonostante la crescita costante della nostra 
attività e l’apertura in media di circa 40 nuovi punti vendita 
all’anno, siamo riusciti a ridurre le emissioni di CO2 del 
5,2%, parliamo di 620.000 tonnellate di emissioni evitate. 
Ringrazio i nostri partner in questa iniziativa: LC3, IVECO 
ed Edison. Grandi Aziende, ognuna leader nel proprio 
settore, con le quali condividiamo valori e impegno per la 
sostenibilità”.

Una scelta resa possibile grazie alle tecnologie messe a 
punto da IVECO, azienda leader nella produzione di veicoli 
commerciali e industriali, come ha riportato Alessandro 
Oitana, Medium&Heavy Business Line Manager IVECO: 
“IVECO ha intuito che il percorso verso un trasporto 
sostenibile passa per le trazioni alternative ed ha risposto 
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alle sempre più pressanti sollecitazioni in questa direzione 
con i veicoli a gas naturale (gassoso e liquefatto) che di 
fatto oggi rappresentano l’unica concreta e immediata 
alternativa possibile per un trasporto sostenibile. La 
vera alternativa possibile e già ad oggi concreta è il 
biometano che permette un abbattimento di CO2 quasi 
totale creando un circolo virtuoso di autosussistenza 
economica ed ecologica; è di fatto un esempio lampante di 
economia circolare. Per arrivare a questo punto abbiamo 
lavorato come IVECO da molti anni arrivando a garantire: 
sicurezza, infrastrutture e autonomia km. Il mondo cambia 
e cambia velocemente e sicuramente il futuro vedrà 
nuove tecnologie, tuttavia, per arrivare ad avere le stesse 
condizioni a livello di capacità di carico, autonomia, tempi 
di ricarica e infrastrutture, la strada da fare è ancora tanta, 
quindi ci sentiamo di affermare che l’unica soluzione 
immediatamente disponibile ed economicamente 
sostenibile oggi sia il Biometano in tutte le sue forme sia 
CNG che LNG”.

Mario Ambrogi, Direttore Generale Gruppo LC3 Trasporti 
ha proseguito evidenziando che: “LC3 sin dalla costituzione 
ha prestato massima attenzione a quelle innovazioni 
tecniche e tecnologiche nel settore della produzione 
di veicoli destinati al trasporto pesante su gomma che 
potevano rappresentare l’avvio di un “modo nuovo” di 
fare autotrasporto caratterizzato da estrema attenzione 
sia alle problematiche ambientali che alla sicurezza 
attiva e passiva. Solo grazie ai primi veicoli introdotti nel 
2013 da IVECO, innovativi in quanto alimentati a LNG, 
e alla sensibilità alle problematiche ambientali subito 
dimostrata da Lidl, si è potuta sviluppare la visione nuova 
del “fare trasporto” propria di LC3, fino a raggiungere, 
oggi, un altro importante risultato con l’adozione di trucks 
alimentati a biometano. Rimane ancora molto da fare in 
termini di impianti di produzione di biometano, in impianti 
di stoccaggio, di liquefazione e di distribuzione diffusa; 
LC3, comunque, conferma il proprio impegno e il proprio 
affidamento nel biometano così come confermato anche 
dai propri partner IVECO, Lidl, Edison”. 

Il tema della sostenibilità ambientale e della salvaguardia 
delle risorse sono alla base dell’operato di Edison 
Energia, come ha affermato Davide Macor, Direttore 
Mercato Business Edison: “L’impiego di fonti rinnovabili 
e la decarbonizzazione dei trasporti sono tra gli 
obiettivi cardine di Edison, in linea con i target europei 
di sostenibilità. Siamo orgogliosi di annunciare oggi 
un ulteriore passo in avanti nel modello della grande 
distribuzione, grazie all’impegno responsabile e congiunto 
di tutti gli operatori della catena. Edison attualmente 
fornisce metano a più di 200 stazioni di rifornimento in 
tutta Italia e, in quanto aggiudicatario del bando GSE per 
il biometano, è oggi il primo operatore abilitato al suo 
ritiro e distribuzione. Edison, inoltre, è impegnata nella 
realizzazione della prima catena logistica integrata di LNG 
per un ulteriore sviluppo della mobilità sostenibile nel 
trasporto pesante e marittimo. Grazie a questi sviluppi, 
il contributo di Edison alla diffusione della mobilità 
sostenibile si basa su una gamma completa di servizi che 
includono la mobilità elettrica, metano e biometano, LNG e 
prossimamente BioLNG”.

I 5 mezzi alimentati a biometano opereranno nelle zone 
limitrofe al centro logistico di Somaglia, una delle dieci 
piattaforme logistiche di Lidl dislocate su tutto il territorio 
nazionale.
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Hermes adds 48 clean fuel 
trucks, now runs one of UK’s 
largest NGV fleets 

Cartwright Fleet Services (CFS) is delivering a second significant order of natural gas vehicles 
to Hermes UK. Arriving in time for the seasonal peak, they will replace diesel units on trunk 
routes.

C artwright Fleet Services (CFS) is delivering a second 
significant order of natural gas vehicles to Hermes 
UK, continuing to support the parcel carrier’s aim of 
further reducing its carbon footprint. The addition of 

48 new Iveco tractors, running on biomethane, means that 
Hermes is now running one of the largest fleets of CNG 
vehicles in the UK. Arriving in time for the seasonal peak, 
they will replace diesel units on trunk routes.

The order comes following a successful trial of 30 CNG 
tractors that CFS supplied to Hermes last year as part of a 
larger order for 244 specialist delivery vans and 70 tractors 
on contract hire with ongoing maintenance for five years. 
During the trial Hermes made significant savings on the 
running costs of the CNG vehicles when compared with a 
more conventional diesel equivalent. Its carbon footprint 
was reduced and tailgate emissions, including NOx which 
have been reduced by 200,000 kpa.

“We are proud to support Hermes in making its trunking 
fleet more environmentally friendly by supplying tractors 
powered by alternative fuels that significantly reduce fleet 
emissions,” said Lawrence Todd, Director of CFS. “The fact 
that Hermes has come back to Cartwright Fleet Services 
to source extra CNG vehicles is testament to the quality of 
our service. We are delighted to be working with a forward-
looking company such as Hermes.”

Hermes Parcelnet’s National Fleet Manager Mervyn 
McIntyre also commented: “We are proud to have 
Cartwrights as one of our fleet suppliers and look forward to 
working with them in the years ahead.”

CFS is part of the Cartwright Group, the renowned 
commercial vehicle body and trailer manufacturer. Based at 
Cartwright’s headquarters in Altrincham, CFS can supply a 
wide range of vehicles, from 3.5 ton vans to 44 ton tractors 
through its IVECO and ISUZU dealerships.
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English logistics company opens LNG station 
and rolls out Stralis NP fleet

According to Sittingbourne-based Nicholls Transport, the 
environmental and business case for running heavy trucks 
on natural gas means now is the right time to start the 
transition away from diesel. Together with Gasrec, the firm 
has opened a refueling station for pumping LNG from its 
Kent base, which will be used to support an initial order for 
10 Stralis NP 460 6×2 tractor units from local dealer Haynes 
Trucks.

Its LNG station is the first of its kind in Kent and is 
strategically located being less than five miles from 
Junction 5 of the M2 and serving as a gateway for freight 
traffic between London and continental Europe – with 
Nicholls making the site available to third parties by 
arrangement. Moreover, the company’s seven-figure 
investment in IVECO’s LNG vehicles is the latest in a long 
line of innovative ventures for Nicholls and represents the 
most significant change in course in its 50-year history.

“Moving to alternative fuels has been high on our agenda 
– but gas is currently the only technology that’s ready for 
44-tonne operation. Gasrec has been hugely proactive 
and gave us the confidence to switch fuels, following 
experiences with demonstrators organized through IVECO 
and Haynes,” said Paul Nicholls, Managing Director of 
Nicholls Transport. “It’s our collective responsibility as an 
industry to do something to tackle climate change and make 
road transport more sustainable, and by opening this LNG 
station and investing in the Stralis NP fleet, we’re showing 
our customers and competitors that’s possible to do today. 
We very much hope other local businesses in North Kent 
share our vision for a sustainable future and buy in to LNG 
in the same way.”

Sascha Kaehne, IVECO’s UK & Ireland Business Director, 
also commented: “Nicholls saw the potential for natural 
gas and we were delighted to help them take this big step 
forward in sustainability. IVECO has delivered more than 
35,000 natural gas-powered vehicles into service around the 
world, so we have a lot of confidence in this technology. For 
a business like Nicholls, LNG makes perfect sense.”

Regarding the refueling infrastructure, James Westcott, 
Chief Commercial Officer of Gasrec, explained: “We have 
installed a pumped mobile refueling station which we use to 
seed new locations where we want to get LNG into an area 
quickly. It’s ideal for an early adopter like Nicholls, being 
capable of supporting as many as 30 natural gas vehicles 
from a single location. This is the pre-cursor to a larger and 
fully open-access development we are looking at for the 
Nicholls site.”

Compared with Nicholls’ Euro VI diesel vehicles, each 
Stralis NP emits around 90% less NO2 emissions, 99% less 
particulate matter and 50% less noise. They also reduce 
CO2 by as much as 95% when being fueled on biomethane. 
The new Stralis NP trucks are expected to cover up to 
175,000km per year when being double-shifted, and are 
planned to remain in service for a minimum of five years.

IVECO Stralis LNG plays major role in London 
New Year’s Day Parade

IVECO lent its support to Wandsworth Council for London 
New Year’s Day Parade (LNYDP) through the capital, helping 
to ensure the borough’s sustainable float had the minimum 
environmental impact as it drove the route before a crowd 
of more than 500,000 people and a televised worldwide 
audience of millions. A team from Wandsworth Council 
approached IVECO with a request to borrow a Stralis NP 460 
to pull its float through central London – supporting its key 
objective for the next decade to become more sustainable 
and achieve carbon neutral status by 2030.

“We wanted to make every effort to ensure our float was 
sustainable and only contained materials that had been 
recycled, reused or repurposed – from the centerpiece LOVE 
letters to the banners and the carpeted flooring. Being able 
to power it on 100 per cent natural gas made a massive 
contribution and provided a really positive start to our work 
in Wandsworth in 2020 to fight climate change,” said the 
Mayor of Wandsworth, Councillor Jane Cooper.

Gareth Lumsdaine, IVECO’s Business Line Director Truck, 
also commented: “We were delighted to be asked to team 
up with Wandsworth Council – they recognized the Stralis 
NP as being the most sustainable heavy truck on the road 

today, and naturally it proved to be the perfect fit with their 
theme for the event. It was a fantastic way to kick-off the 
new decade, and reinforced IVECO’s position in the market 
as the ultimate partner for sustainable mobility.”

Jonathan Price, Managing Director of Absolute Events, 
was tasked with driving the Stralis NP 460 for the parade. 
Speaking after the event, he said: “It was a dream to drive; 
much quieter than a diesel and more than capable of doing 
the job. An all-round success!”

The Stralis NP 460 is the most sustainable heavy truck for 
44-tonne operation and is the only three-axle tractor unit to 
operate on 100 per cent LNG. It brings together more than 
20 years development of natural gas technology – packaged 
into a 6×2 heavy truck which delivers a true competitive 
advantage for UK fleets on both regional and long-distance 
missions. It runs exclusively on LNG from tanks mounted 
either side of the chassis and is perfect for applications 
where vehicles operate on a ‘same-day out and back’ 
operation.

Power comes from a 12.9 liter IVECO Cursor 13 NP 
single-fuel engine, offering the perfect blend of power and 
performance for the majority of UK-based applications. 
It also features IVECO’s 12-speed Hi-Tronix automated 
transmission, plus key innovations including GPS-based Hi-
Cruise predictive cruise control and gear-shifting.

The Stralis NP maximizes the environmental advantages 
of natural gas, regarded as the most eco-friendly fuel for 
internal combustion engines. It delivers a 99% reduction 
of PM and 90% in NO2 compared to Euro VI limits, helping 
to significantly improve air quality. It also offers fleets 
the potential to reduce CO2 emissions by up to 95% when 
running on bio-LNG.
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NGVA Europe: renewable 
natural gas to foster transport 
decarbonization

Natural gas in transport is ready to play its role as essential enabler for the 2050 net-zero 
emission transition. To fuel fleets and lower carbon footprint even more, thus accelerating 
the decarbonization process, biomethane can be easily used as natural gas infrastructure and 
vehicles are fully compatible with renewable gas.

A s the European Commission has pointed out 
several times, and based on multiple-sourced 
studies, natural gas in transport is ready to play 
its role as essential enabler for the 2050 net-zero 

emission transition. The climate change phenomena 
and the protection of our environment, starting with air 
and water quality, are at the heart of an intense agenda 
for the next legislative period. We have to kick-off an 
evolutionary process where the industrial, economic, 
social and cultural dimensions will be heavily involved. 
To find the right orchestration is one of the biggest and 
unprecedented challenges for policy makers.

Time has come to consider all forms of new energies and 
look to the future model of mobility that will translate 
our needs. We have to act within a net-zero emissions 
framework while following a realistic roadmap and 
choosing possible solutions already for today.

How to shape the future of our transport system

In November, at the World Energy Outlook 2019 launch 
event, Dr Fatih Birol, the Executive Director of the 
International Energy Agency, said: “We do not have the 
luxury of picking winners and all technologies will need to 
play a role in a transition to carbon-neutrality.”

Building on these words, customer’s needs cannot be 
forgotten. Solutions need to cross-cover personal mobility in 
urban areas and freight transport for long haulage missions. 
To widespread the market, they must be affordable, cost-
competitive and easily accessible. In other terms, taking 
advantage of the infrastructure already in place, ensuring 
competitiveness and environmental benefits by matching 
the most stringent requirements in terms of pollutants and 
CO2 emissions reduction.

Natural Gas technologies as enabler for carbon free mobility

Gas vehicle technology combines exactly these features with 
a wide range of solutions: providing carbon neutral mobility 
from highly efficient CNG passenger cars with optimized 
on-board storage capacity, to an extended portfolio of heavy-
duty vehicles. Urban buses and coaches are also available 
with LNG while trucks are delivering the same performance 
as their diesel counterparts, also in terms of vehicle range, 
offering a CO2 emissions reduction of up to 20%. Currently, 
there are over 68 original gas models available all across 
Europe.

President-elect Ursula von der Leyen: clear support for gas 
in transport

Already in September, President of the European 
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Commission Ursula von der Leyen expressed in her 
mission letter to Kadri Simson, Commissioner for Energy 
her support for LNG: “Gas will have a role to play in the 
transition towards a carbon-neutral economy, notably 
through carbon capture and storage. You will assess how 
sources of supply can be diversified at competitive prices, in 
particular by making full use of the potential of affordable 
liquefied natural gas.”

LNG delivers much needed flexibility and energy reliability, 
enabling the integration of intermittent renewable 
energy and provides access to affordable energy. Fuel 
energy density and the adequate development of the fuel 
distribution infrastructure are key factors to guarantee the 
flexibility that logistic operations need. With this, LNG is 
suitable to cover also other sectors like maritime and rail, 
thus supporting an overall sustainable multimodal transport 
system.

Going even further with renewable gases

To fuel this fleet and to lower its carbon footprint even 
more, thus accelerating the decarbonization process, 
biomethane (renewable gas) can be easily used. Natural 
gas infrastructure and vehicles are fully compatible with 
renewable gas, without extra costs. Through renewable 
gas from municipal waste or Power-to-Gas production 
pathways, close-to-zero greenhouse gas emissions are 
achieved. In a recent study from the Centre on Regulation 
in Europe (CERRE), a production potential of 124 bcm 
renewable gas at EU level has been estimated.

The Natural & bio Gas Vehicle Association (NGVA Europe) 
estimates that the current natural gas powered fleet of 
1.4 million vehicles will grow to about 13 million by 2030. 
While today this fleet consumes 2 bcm of natural gas, the 
association forecasts that approximately 9 bcm of renewable 
gas would be needed to fuel the 2030 fleet all across 
Europe.

The flexibility of the system, from infrastructure to engines, 
makes natural gas a future proof technology. Renewable 
gases from various sources, can be blended and used as 
vehicle fuel at any share. The adaptability is functional 
not only to the market needs, but also to the fluctuation 
in renewables production as synthetic methane produced 
from surplus of renewable electricity offers high capacity of 
storing energy in the existing network.

Circular economy: net-zero carbon emissions in transport

Natural gas provides a bridge to a circular economy based 
on the generation of energy from waste, as biomethane. 
The circular economy is “the number one priority” for the 
European Green Deal. And renewable gas is ready to lead by 
example. In addition to sectorial coupling, it offers sectorial 
integration with waste management and agricultural 

sectors.

It enables a clever approach to the treatment of waste 
materials, which would have otherwise been disposed of, 
with all consequent emissions. While generating sustainable 
energy, high quality by-products like bio-fertilizer are 
produced too. Indeed, the so called biomethane “done right” 
(that is generated from city waste, manure or agricultural 
waste), has a CO2 balance of well-to-wheel on the top of any 
currently known energy source in the automotive industry.

Natural and renewable gases are a ‘natural’ piece of the 
European Green New Deal and a quick and easy way to 
complement a complex system that will gradually change 
the way to move and to transport freights around the world. 
Recognizing their role for transport decarbonization in the 
future revision of the legislative measures is the best way to 
create safe, secure, sustainable and efficient system in favor 
of European citizens’ mobility and companies’ logistics. And 
this needs to start as soon and fast as possible.
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El parque automotor a gas 

natural español creció un 

60% el año pasado

GVRIBERIA
Empresas de logística ibéricas eligen a Scania para su transición al gas vehicular

La compañía Disfrimur compró tractoras Scania a GNL en su apuesta por un transporte eficiente y sostenible, 

en tanto Transportes Central Pombalense de Portugal también incorporó tres camiones a GNL de la automotriz 

sueca. En ambos casos, los vehículos cuentan con motores de 13 litros de 410 CV y un par máximo de 2.000 Nm.

El BEI ayudará a renovar el transporte 

de seis ciudades españolas con buses 

limpios
Gracias a una financiación de 27,5 millones de euros, 

Grupo Ruiz podrá sustituir autobuses diésel más 

contaminantes por 32 de tipo eléctrico y otros 141 

que funcionan con gas natural. Los nuevos vehículos 

se destinarán a dar servicio de transporte público 

en Madrid, Mallorca, Badajoz, Toledo, Salamanca y 

Murcia.

Fiat y Redexis acuerdan impulsar la 

movilidad con GNV en España

A través de esta colaboración, Fiat promocionará 

vehículos a gas en sus concesionarios con el objetivo 

de extender su compra y utilización, y compartirá 

información sobre la demanda de este tipo de 

vehículos. Por su parte, Redexis desarrollará las 

gasineras necesarias y con acceso público para atender 

esta demanda.

Además, el crecimiento continuado del número de unidades comerciales 

ligeras y pesadas -91% y 59% respectivamente- es una muestra de que 

este combustible se consolida como la opción económica y ecológica para 

el transporte profesional de mercancías y pasajeros.
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El parque automotor a gas 
natural español creció un 
60% en 2019

E l parque de vehículos a gas natural continúa 
creciendo y cerró 2019 con 22.814 unidades, un 
60% más que en 2018. Además, el crecimiento 
continuado del número de vehículos comerciales 

ligeros y pesados -91% y 59% respectivamente- es una 
muestra de que este combustible se consolida como 
la opción económica y ecológica para el transporte 
profesional de mercancías y pasajeros.

La amplia gama de modelos disponible, el precio 
del combustible, la autonomía de los vehículos y los 
tiempos de repostaje similares a los de los combustibles 
convencionales, son factores que han impulsado el 
crecimiento de las matriculaciones durante 2019 hasta 
situar el parque de camiones a gas natural en 4.190 
unidades, además de 3.688 furgonetas y 3.029 autobuses. 

De igual forma esta opción gana peso en el turismo, 
alcanzando un parque de casi 12.000 vehículos (88% mayor 
que en 2018) de los cuales 5.574 se registraron el año 
pasado.

Las Comunidades Autónomas en las que se han registrado 
más matriculaciones han sido la Comunidad de Madrid, 
Cataluña, Castilla-La Mancha, la Comunidad Valenciana y 
Andalucía.

La red de repostaje de gas natural también ha continuado 
creciendo en 2019 incrementando la capilaridad en todo el 
territorio. Se han abierto 19 nuevas estaciones de servicio 
de gas natural, lo que suma un total de 79 estaciones de 
GNC y 49 de GNL actualmente operativas. La previsión 
para 2020 es que el número de puntos de carga de GNC 
sea superior a 130 y el de GNL superior a 75.

Para analizar este escenario sumamente positivo para el 
gas natural y la movilidad sostenible, y evaluar los últimos 
desarrollos y avances tecnológicos en combustibles 
alternativos, se llevará a cabo AltFuels Iberia 2020, del 
5 al 9 de octubre en el Recinto Ferial IFEMA de Madrid. 
Será un evento conformado por conferencias de primer 
nivel y exposición de vehículos de todo tipo, así como 
de equipamiento de estaciones de carga, componentes, 
motores terrestres y marinos, entre otras cosas, con 
múltiples opciones de networking y negocios. Para más 
información, ponerse en contacto con info@altfuelsiberia.
com.
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Empresas de logística ibéricas 
eligen a Scania para su transición 
al gas vehicular

D isfrimur, que desde 1997 brinda servicios de 
logística a la cadena agroalimentaria, fabricantes, 
distribuidores y supermercados, compró unidades 
Scania a GNL en su apuesta por un transporte 

eficiente y sostenible y el apoyo al medio ambiente. Las 
nuevas tractoras, que se suman a su flota de más de 500 
vehículos, cuentan con motores de 13 litros de 410 CV 
y un par máximo de 2.000 Nm, y están propulsados por 
GNL. Con esta incorporación, los vehículos a gas natural 
representan más del 15% de la flota de Disfrimur.

Para mantener siempre a punto estos vehículos, la 
adquisición viene acompañada de un contrato de 
reparación y mantenimiento. Asimismo, los conductores 
han recibido una formación para obtener el máximo 
rendimiento del vehículo, realizar una conducción eficiente 
en la búsqueda de un menor consumo de combustible 
y realizar el sencillo repostaje de GNL de forma ágil y 
segura.

“La flota se sigue renovando y perfeccionando para 
cumplir con nuestro lema de transportar más con menos, 
más mercancía con menos recursos, por lo que se 
sigue en la mejora de capacidad de carga y reducción de 
consumo y emisiones, incorporando vehículos más ligeros 
y menos contaminantes para el medio ambiente”, explicó 
Juan Jesús Sánchez Serrano, director general del Grupo 
Disfrimur.

“Disfrimur, actualmente cuenta con una flota amplia y 
moderna, siendo una parte de ella propulsada por gas, lo 
que supone una reducción de nuestras emisiones de CO2, 
NOx y partículas sólidas en suspensión. Nuestro objetivo 
es potenciar un modelo empresarial en el que la mejora 
social, económica y ambiental estén integrados junto a una 

gestión responsable y eficiente”, agregó Sánchez.

Por su parte, Transportes Central Pombalense de 
Portugal, que lleva más de 54 años dedicada al transporte 
de mercancías tanto a nivel nacional como internacional, 
cuenta con camiones preparados para todo tipo de carga, 
como productos pulverulentos en cisternas. Actualmente 
su flota se compone de cerca de 300 vehículos Scania, tres 
de los cuales están propulsado por GNL. Estas últimas 
tienen un motor cuya potencia es de 410 CV y 2.000 Nm 
desde 1.100 hasta 1.400 rpm, cifras comparables a las de 
motores diésel del mismo tamaño.

“Nuestra decisión de apostar por vehículos de GNL tenía 
como objetivo la reducción de emisiones de CO2 y la 
huella ecológica, ya que tenemos que preocuparnos por 
este tema a nivel mundial. Además, una de las principales 
ventajas de la adquisición de un vehículo de GNL es la 
cuestión económica, el coste del kilómetro frente a un 
vehículo diésel”, expresó Renato Neves, socio gerente de 
T.C. Pombalense.

Pedro António, responsable de tráfico de T.C. Pombalense, 
también comentó: “Actualmente, utilizamos estos 
vehículos para transporte a nivel nacional desde Trás-
os-Montes hasta el Algarve. La ruta se planifica día a día 
y servicio a servicio teniendo en cuenta la necesidad del 
abastecimiento de gas”.

“En este momento, con cerca de 300 vehículos Scania, 
nuestra relación con la marca ya no es de proveedor y 
cliente; es algo más. Hay una fiabilidad, una confianza de 
Pombalense en Scania. Creemos que es un buen producto, 
de ahí que sigamos apostando por la marca”, agregó 
Renato Neves.
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El BEI ayudará a grupo español a 
renovar su flota con 141 buses a gas

E l Banco Europeo de Inversiones (BEI) financiará 
la modernización de la flota de autobuses del 
Grupo Ruiz facilitando 27,5 millones de euros para 
la puesta en circulación de 173 nuevos vehículos 

menos contaminantes, más modernos y seguros. La 
vicepresidenta del BEI, Emma Navarro, y el presidente de 
Grupo Ruiz, Gregorio Ruiz, firmaron el acuerdo en Madrid. 
El proyecto cuenta con el apoyo del Fondo Europeo para 
Inversiones Estratégicas (EFSI por sus siglas en inglés), el 
principal pilar del Plan de Inversiones para Europa.

Gracias al apoyo del BEI, Grupo Ruiz podrá sustituir 
autobuses diésel más contaminantes por 32 de tipo 
eléctrico y otros 141 que funcionan con gas natural 
comprimido. Los nuevos vehículos se destinarán a dar 
servicio de transporte público en Madrid, Mallorca, 
Badajoz, Toledo, Salamanca y Murcia, cubriendo 
líneas tanto urbanas como interurbanas. Su entrada 
en circulación, a lo largo de los dos próximos años, 
contribuirá a mejorar la calidad del aire en estas ciudades. 
Las inversiones de Grupo Ruiz financiadas por el BEI 

incluyen la construcción de 3 nuevas estaciones de recarga 
eléctrica, en Badajoz, Alcudia y Palma de Mallorca.

Desde 2016, el banco de la UE cuenta con una iniciativa 
conjunta con la Comisión Europea para facilitar 
financiación para sistemas de transportes más limpios 
(Cleaner Transport Facility), que está contribuyendo a 
que muchas ciudades españolas dispongan de nuevos 
vehículos, híbridos, eléctricos o de gas natural comprimido 
de última generación, que sustituyen a vehículos diésel 
antiguos más contaminantes. El acuerdo firmado hoy es el 
quinto financiado por el BEI en España bajo esta iniciativa, 
para el que ya ha facilitado cerca de 230 millones de euros.

El proyecto cuenta con el apoyo del Plan de Inversiones 
para Europa, cuya garantía permite al BEI facilitar 
financiación en condiciones ventajosas para apoyar 
inversiones que, por su estructura o naturaleza, 
contribuyen a aumentar el crecimiento económico y el 
empleo. En este caso, las inversiones financiadas por el 
BEI permitirán crear 360 puestos de trabajo durante la 
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fase de implementación del proyecto.

Sobre este proyecto, el comisario de economía, Paolo 
Gentiloni, afirmó: «Hacer que el sector europeo del 
transporte sea más sostenible es una pieza clave del Pacto 
Verde Europeo. Apoyando los esfuerzos del Grupo Ruiz 
para reducir las emisiones de su flota de autobuses, el 
Plan de Inversiones para Europa continúa mostrando sus 
credenciales medioambientales. Espero que en un futuro 
cercano veamos cómo cada vez más empresas sustituyen 
sus vehículos más contaminantes por otras alternativas 
más limpias, aprovechando el apoyo financiero de la UE».

En el acto de firma celebrado en Madrid, la vicepresidenta 
del BEI, Emma Navarro, responsable de la acción climática 
del Banco y de las operaciones en España, señaló: 
«Apoyar un transporte colectivo sostenible, que reduzca 
las emisiones contaminantes, es una de las grandes 
prioridades del BEI. Como Banco del clima de la UE, 
tenemos el firme objetivo de aumentar los recursos que 

destinamos a apoyar inversiones que promuevan la acción 
a favor del clima, al tiempo que generan crecimiento 
económico y empleo. Este proyecto es un muy buen 
ejemplo de ello y demuestra además el impacto positivo 
de la financiación del BEI en la vida de los ciudadanos, 
contribuyendo a mejorar la calidad del aire de nuestras 
ciudades».

Por su parte, el presidente de Grupo Ruiz, Gregorio 
Ruiz, manifestó durante el acto de firma: “Somos muy 
conscientes de nuestra responsabilidad en uno de los 
grandes retos de este siglo: colaborar en la defensa del 
medio ambiente. Los agentes de movilidad tenemos 
un papel decisivo en esta tarea y por ello nuestro 
compromiso es seguir impulsando un transporte mucho 
más sostenible, andadura que ya iniciamos hace más de 
25 años con nuestros primeros autobuses de gas natural. 
Este acuerdo entre el BEI y Grupo Ruiz pone de manifiesto 
la importancia de aunar fuerzas para conseguir este 
objetivo”.

La nueva red servicio del transporte público interurbano 
del TIB (operador de transporte de Mallorca), que entrará 
en funcionamiento en otoño de 2020, contará con una flota 
totalmente renovada y con vehículos no contaminantes. De 
los 220 buses nuevos, 216 funcionarán con combustible 
alternativo al diésel, lo que representa el 98% de toda la 
flota. De estos vehículos, 198 operarán con gas natural y 18 
con propulsión eléctrica (nueve eléctricos y nueve híbridos-
eléctricos). 
La carga de los nuevos buses a GNV se hará en nuevas 
gasineras que estarán en las cocheras de las nuevas 
concesiones ubicadas en el Polígono Can na Lloreta de 
Alcúdia, Polígono Industrial de Inca, Polígono sa Tapia de 

Palma, en el municipio de Calvià y los polígonos industriales 
de Felanitx y Artà. 
Los nuevos buses del TIB incrementarán su capacidad 
pasando de vehículos de 12 metros a vehículos de 15 y 18 
metros en las líneas de más demanda. También estarán 
más adaptados para mejorar el acceso a las personas con 
movilidad reducida, el 68,6% de la nueva flota serán buses 
de piso bajo tanto en la primera como en la segunda puerta. 
Además, se reforzará la señalización interior con pantallas 
y megafonía, de este modo las personas con discapacidad 
visual o auditiva podrán estar informadas de las próximas 
paradas durante el recorrido y de las informaciones 
relevantes del servicio.

Islas Baleares: el 98% de la flota de buses operará con energías limpias este año
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Fiat y Redexis se unen para 
impulsar la movilidad con GNV 
en España

F iat Professional y Redexis firmaron un acuerdo en 
el que se comprometen a desarrollar un transporte 
sostenible mediante el fomento del GNV. A través 
de esta colaboración, Fiat promocionará vehículos 

a gas en sus concesionarios con el objetivo de extender 
su compra y utilización. Además, compartirá con Redexis 
información sobre la demanda de este tipo de vehículos 
y sobre los acuerdos para promover la construcción 
de estaciones con acceso público, en aquellas zonas 
próximas a los puntos de venta de los vehículos y que se 
consideren de especial relevancia. En el marco de este 
acuerdo, Redexis desarrollará las gasineras necesarias 
para atender esta demanda.

“Este acuerdo supone sin duda un importante impulso a 
la apuesta que venimos haciendo desde hace más de 10 
años sobre los vehículos de energías alternativas gracias a 
la unión de fortalezas de dos compañías referentes en sus 
respectivos sectores: Redexis, como empresa puntera en el 
desarrollo de infraestructuras de GNV, y Fiat Professional, 
que con su gama ‘Natural Power’ ofrece la solución más 
completa en el mercado de vehículos comerciales ligeros 
en cuanto al uso de este tipo de energías se refiere”, dijo el 
CEO de FCA España y Portugal, Alberto de Aza.

“Nuestro objetivo es seguir construyendo y desarrollando 
las infraestructuras necesarias para fomentar en nuestro 

país combustibles alternativos más sostenible, económicos 
y respetuosos con el medio ambiente. Es por ello que 
prevemos contar a nivel nacional con más de 100 gasineras 
en los próximos dos años”, agregó Fernando Bergasa, 
presidente de Redexis.

Por otro lado, Redexis también firmó un acuerdo con el 
grupo de estaciones de servicio Zoilo Ríos para incentivar la 
adopción del GNV en Zaragoza. El objetivo de esta alianza 
es la construcción, puesta en marcha y mantenimiento 
de una gasinera por parte de Redexis en la estación de 
servicio “El Cisne” que Zoilo Ríos tiene en Zaragoza, lo que 
permitirá el suministro regular de gas tanto en forma de 
GNL para camiones de mercancías de larga distancia como 
en forma de GNC para turismos, furgonetas y camiones.

Redexis tiene previsto realizar una inversión cercana al 
millón de euros para llevar a cabo la construcción de 
esta estación, que se espera que comience a operar en el 
segundo semestre de 2020. La gasinera contará con un 
depósito de GNL de 60 m3, una capacidad de gasificación y 
compresión de 800 Nm3/h y dos surtidores de gas, uno de 
GNL y otro de GNC, con cuatro posiciones simultaneas de 
repostaje, capaces de abastecer a todo tipo de vehículos, 
con tiempos de repostaje comprendidos entre los tres 
minutos para turismos y los ocho minutos para vehículos 
pesados.
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Grupo HAM expande su cartera de 
productos y servicios

G rupo HAM adquirió la empresa vasca FNX Liquid 
Natural Gas S.L., compañía enfocada en el diseño, 
fabricación e instalación de plantas de licuefacción 
de gas natural a pequeña escala, que también 

incluye equipos para el procesamiento-tratamiento de gas 
natural de pozos y otras fuentes.

A diferencia de la mayoría de otros proveedores de equipos 
de GNL, FNX tiene sus propias instalaciones de fabricación 
ubicadas en el norte de España, una región reconocida 
por su experiencia tecnológica e industrial, donde FNX 
diseña, construye y prueba sus equipos. Su equipo de 
ingeniería se encuentra en las instalaciones de fabricación 
y proporciona servicios de campo –instalación, puesta en 
marcha y soporte técnico– relacionados con sus líneas 
de productos para satisfacer las necesidades de nuestros 
clientes.

Durante las últimas cuatro décadas, los principales 
equipos ejecutivos y de ingeniería de FNX han estado 
trabajando juntos a través de numerosas industrias 
tecnológicas. Esta amplia experiencia en el diseño, 
fabricación, instalación y operación de equipos para 
diferentes campos, como energía renovable, aeroespacial, 
petróleo y gas, generación de energía y muchos otros, 
ha permitido a su equipo aplicar sus conocimientos al 
exclusivo equipo de GNL de FNX.

Especializados en la fabricación de equipos para 
licuefacción, FNX ofrece una amplia gama de servicios 
de gestión de proyectos pudiendo llevar a cabo la gestión 
completa de las instalaciones del cliente, si así lo requiere. 
Desde la construcción de plantas, operación, gestión de 
suministro, proyecto integral, hasta una solución llave en 
mano que permitirá al cliente simplificar la gestión global 
y reducir los recursos operacionales empleados.

Con la incorporación de FNX Liquid Natural Gas S.L. a 
Grupo HAM, se ve reforzado nuestro plan de expansión 
en Sudamérica, donde ya estamos presentes a través de 
nuestras filiales HAM Perú y HAM Chile. Por otra parte, 
vamos a poder ofrecer a nuestros clientes, mediante la 
licuefacción, una solución para almacenar y transportar 
gas natural licuado. La licuefacción permite reducir en 
más de 600 veces el volumen del gas natural, facilitando 
su almacenaje y transporte en tanques criogénicos.

Actualmente HAM es líder en el servicio integral de 
GNL y GNC, tanto en industrias como en entornos 
móviles-vehiculares, marítimo, etc., apostando por el 
I+D y facilitando mejoras más eficaces y sostenibles en 
instalaciones, suministro de gas natural y servicios de 
bunkering en el sector naval. Nos hemos convertido en 
una referencia para todas aquellas empresas del sector 
que apuestan por el gas natural licuado y el gas natural 
comprimido como alternativa a los combustibles fósiles.
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Coral Methane de 7.551 m3 de capacidad, el Coral Fraseri 
de 10.000 m3, el Cardissa de 6.000 m3 y el Engie Zeebruge, 
con una capacidad de 5.000 m3.

Además, el bunkering de GNL está ganando flexibilidad y 
eficiencia en el país mediante operaciones multi truck-to-
ship, que ya se están realizando en los Puertos de Huelva 
y de Valencia. Estas operaciones se realizan con varios 
camiones cisterna a la vez, aumentando el caudal de 
transferencia y reduciendo así el tiempo de repostaje.

En cuanto al número de buques propulsados a GNL, hay 
actualmente seis en España, cuatro ferris y dos cruceros, 
mientras que en los próximos dos años serán al menos 
11 los barcos de estas características en el país. Por otro 
lado, en el mundo ya operan 175 buques a GNL y otros 139 
son GNL “ready”, lo que supone un incremento del 22% 
con respecto a 2018.

Según un estudio reciente comisionado por Gasnam y 
elaborado por DNV que analiza nueve tipos de buques, el 
GNL es la opción más económica para aquellos barcos 
con un alto consumo de combustible, como los RoPax, los 
portacontenedores y los cruceros.

España es referente en suministro de 
GNL como combustible marino

E spaña se ha posicionado en 2019 como referente 
en Europa en bunkering de GNL. Se han realizado 
195 operaciones en las que se han suministrado 
un total de 81.704 m3 de GNL a buques. Esto 

supone un aumento muy significativo con respecto a 
las 60 operaciones realizadas en 2018 en las que se 
suministraron 4.504 m3.

De las operaciones mencionadas, 165 han sido del tipo 
truck-to-ship (el gas se suministra desde un camión 
cisterna al buque) y 30 del tipo ship-to-ship (el gas se 
suministra desde un buque a otro buque). Estas últimas 
se han llevado a cabo por cuatro buques de suministro: el 

NEDGIA impulsa los certificados de 
origen para gas renovable en España

N EDGIA, la distribuidora de gas del grupo Naturgy, 
participa como socio, representando a España, 
en el Consorcio Europeo REGATRACE (Renewable 
Gas Trade Center in Europe). Esta iniciativa, en la 

que participan 15 organizaciones de diez países europeos y 
que está cofinanciada por la Comisión Europea dentro del 
Programa de Investigación e Innovación Horizonte 2020, 
tiene como objetivo desarrollar el mercado europeo del 
gas renovable y crear un sistema de comercio eficiente 
basado en la emisión y comercialización de Garantías de 
Origen (GdO) de biometano y otros gases renovables.

Como parte integrante de REGATRACE, NEDGIA avanza 
en su firme apuesta por el gas renovable como solución 
para contribuir a la descarbonización de la economía. 
La compañía colabora en el desarrollo de proyectos de 
demostración e innovación en los procesos de producción 
y reducción de costes, y participa en los principales 
grupos de trabajo de interés para compartir experiencias 
y alinear las visiones que los distintos agentes tienen del 
desarrollo del gas renovable.

Por otro lado, la Comisión Europea presentó en 
diciembre el “European Green Deal”, un plan que 
incluye 50 acciones concretas para luchar contra el 
cambio climático y convertir a Europa en el primer 
continente climáticamente neutro en 2050. El gas 
renovable está presente en este pacto verde, en el que 
la Comisión destaca la importancia de desarrollar e 

incentivar la creación de un mercado competitivo de 
gas descarbonizado y de trabajar en las tecnologías 
innovadoras que sirvan para descarbonizar los sectores 
industriales clave en 2030, entre las que se incluyen los 
gases renovables. 

Además, el desarrollo del gas renovable contribuirá al 
cumplimiento de los objetivos de energía y climáticos de 
la Unión Europea, reduciendo las emisiones de gases de 
efecto invernadero y aumentando el uso de las energías 
renovables.

El gas renovable es una energía verde de la que, 
actualmente, el biometano es su mayor exponente. Este 
biometano puede distribuirse a través de los más de 
87.000 kilómetros de infraestructura gasista existente 
sin necesidad de realizar inversiones de transformación 
ni de redes ni de los equipamientos de consumo de los 
usuarios, y puede emplearse en las mismas aplicaciones 
energéticas en hogares, industrias, comercios y también 
en el transporte. Además, el biometano es el mayor 
impulsor energético de la economía circular.
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La naviera Baleària puso en marcha un abastecimiento 
de GNL de alta eficiencia en el puerto de Valencia, gracias 
al sistema de Multi Truck to Ship (MTTS), en el que varias 
cisternas operan simultáneamente para suministrar 
combustible al buque. Tras realizar recientemente la 
prueba con este sistema de forma exitosa, la naviera 
utilizará diariamente este nuevo método, después de la 
aprobación de la Autoridad Portuaria de Valencia, que 
garantiza la completa operativa de los buques que operan 
con gas en dicho puerto.

El sistema MTTS permite un suministro simultáneo de 
varios vehículos cisterna. Para ello, la naviera utiliza un 
colector fabricado por Kosan Crinsplant, que fue optimizado 
para esta operativa concreta por la empresa de ingeniería 
Cotenaval, así como cisternas de la empresa logística ESK. 

En la prueba realizada se suministró gas natural al buque 
Hypatia de Alejandría de Baleària, que actualmente cubre la 
ruta entre Valencia, Ibiza y Palma. La velocidad de trasiego 
con este sistema oscila entre 80 y 120 m3/h, en función de 
las características de bombeo de las cisternas empleadas.

Así, en el bunkering realizado el 29 de diciembre se 
utilizaron dos cisternas simultáneas, con un caudal de 
transferencia de 95m3/hora, lo que permitió descargarlas 
en 55 minutos. Cotenaval, junto con personal delegado 
de la naviera, coordinaron tanto la operativa, que permite 
compaginar la carga de gas natural con otras operaciones 
simultáneas de embarque de pasajeros, vehículos y 
mercancías, como su estudio de riesgo.

El suministro simultáneo de varias cisternas a buque es 
más rápido que el método habitual, conocido como Truck 
To Ship (TTS), en el que solo puede suministrar una única 
cisterna y que suele alcanzar una velocidad de descarga 
entre 30 y 50m3/h; una dificultad logística que se suma a 
los tiempos limitados de escala en puerto de los buques y 
que el método MTTS permite corregir. Cabe destacar que 
Baleària llevó a cabo en noviembre, en el puerto de Huelva, 
el primer bunkering MTTS de GNL realizado en España.

El ferry Hypatia de Alejandría, de 186 metros de eslora y 
que puede navegar a 24 nudos, dispone de dos tanques para 
almacenar GNL con un volumen de 330 m3. Incorporado en 
enero de 2019, fue el primer buque de Baleària en poder 
navegar con GNL.

Durante 2019, el Port de Barcelona fue el escenario de un 
total de 18 operaciones de suministro de GNL de barco a 
barco. Esta cifra representa el 60% de las operaciones de 
este tipo que se realizaron en todos los puertos de interés 
general del Estado español, que sumaron un total de 30. El 
bunkering de GNL mediante este método, en que un barco 
facilita directamente el combustible a otro, fue realizado por 
el buque Coral Methane que tiene 7.551 m3 de capacidad.

El suministro total de GNL en barcos realizado en el Port de 
Barcelona a lo largo de 2019 ha sido de cerca de 37.600 m3, 
de un total de 81.704 m3 de GNL suministrados en todos los 
puertos del Estado, según datos facilitados por Gasnam.

El Port de Barcelona ha sido responsable, por lo tanto, del 
46% del GNL suministrado a barcos en los puertos de todo 
el Estado durante 2019. A las 18 operaciones ship-to-ship 
se sumaron cinco operaciones del tipo truck-to-ship (desde 
un camión cisterna a barco), que sumaron el bunkering de 
cerca de 400 m3 más.

Actualmente, operan en Barcelona de forma regular los 
dos primeros cruceros del mundo propulsados por GNL, el 
AIDAnova y el Costa Esmeralda, que realizan en el puerto 
catalán sus operativas de bunkering para el suministro de 
combustible. La previsión de este año es que el 10% de las 
escalas de cruceros en el Port sea en barcos propulsados 
por GNL.

El Port de Barcelona apuesta por la sostenibilidad de 
la actividad portuaria y por el uso de combustibles más 
limpios, como es el caso del GNL, que reduce un 85% las 
emisiones de NOx, comporta una sustancial reducción de 
las emisiones de CO2 y elimina por completo las partículas 

en suspensión y el SOx. Por eso, el Port ya dispone de 
todas las infraestructuras y equipamientos necesarios 
para suministrar GNL a barcos y se ha convertido en el 
principal hub de suministro del Mediterráneo. Además, 
está desarrollando proyectos para promover el GNL como 
combustible de movilidad, tanto para barcos como para 
camiones y maquinaria de terminal.

Lanzan sistema de bunkering de gas natural de alta eficiencia en Valencia

Port de Barcelona logra 60% del bunkering ship-to-ship de GNL
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LNG SECTION
First ship-to-ship LNG bunkering 
operation in the Port of Rostock

In only the second ship-to-ship LNG bunkering operation 
to take place in Germany, the world’s largest LNG bunker 
vessel ‘Kairos’, operated by Nauticor, has supplied DEME’s 
next generation offshore installation vessel ‘Orion’. For the 
Port of Rostock, this ship-to-ship LNG bunkering operation 
is a premiere.

‘Orion’ is currently at the Liebherr construction yard in the 
Port of Rostock, where it is being outfitted with a 5,000-ton 
crane. DEME leads the industry with the adoption of LNG, 
with the new offshore installation vessel being the fifth dual 
fuel addition to the fleet, following three trailing suction 
hopper dredgers (‘Minerva’, ‘Scheldt River’ and ‘Bonny 
River’) and a cable laying vessel (‘Living Stone’).

The ship-to-ship bunkering of LNG is another milestone 
in the construction of this game-changing vessel, which 
features a unique combination of exceptionally high 
transport and load capacity, impressive lifting heights and 
green technology. With its multi-year fleet investment 
program DEME aims to make continuous improvements in 
terms of productivity and environmental performance.

“Our recent fleet additions are unique in their market 
segments as the first vessels in our industry to run on LNG. 
We want to make sure our fleet is future-proof and exceeds 
the current environmental regulations. Therefore, most of 
our new vessels are equipped with dual fuel engines, which 
are capable of running on LNG. Many of them are also 
already prepared for the new, carbon neutral fuels of the 
future and we will continue to scale up our actions to have 
the most energy efficient fleet in the industry,” said Bart 
Verboomen, Head of DEME’s Technical Department.

Jan Schubert, Senior Manager Sales & Business 
Development at Nauticor also commented: “After 
conducting the first ship-to-ship LNG transfer in Germany 
in Brunsbüttel for DEME’s ‘Scheldt River,’ we are happy to 
also extend our cooperation for the latest vessel joining 
the DEME fleet. The successful cooperation between the 
crew on board of ‘Orion’, the Nauticor team and the port 
authorities in Rostock, showed again how important it 
is to involve experienced partners from the beginning. 
Securing the availability of LNG in another important port 

in Northwest Europe reduces the hurdles for companies to 
decide in favor of alternative fuels.”

“This operation strengthens the LNG cluster in Rostock 
significantly and is an essential extension of the services 
offered by the port. The continuous development from 
the LNG bunkering operations by truck during the last 
years towards the first ship-to-ship bunkering operation 
shows the strong operational performance of our team. 
Environmentally friendly fuels, such as LNG, and a shipping 
industry driven by sustainability will shape our port in the 
long-run,” added Jens A. Scharner, Managing Director of 
ROSTOCK PORT GmbH.

MSC Cruises goes greener, orders 
third and fourth LNG-powered 
ships
MSC Cruises and Chantiers de l’Atlantique further extended 
their long-term partnership by making a number of 
strategic announcements, focused on the development and 
utilization of next-generation environmental technologies, 
at a ceremony held at the Matignon Palace, the French 
Prime Minister’s official residence. First, the two 
companies announced the signing of firm contracts for the 
construction of MSC Cruises’ third and fourth LNG-powered 
MSC World Class ships, to be delivered in 2025 and 2027.

The first of the initial two ships in the class is currently 
under construction at the Chantiers de l’Atlantique shipyard 
in Saint-Nazaire and is due to enter service in 2022. With 
205,000 GT, she will become the biggest vessel operated 
by a European cruise line as well as the first LNG-powered 
cruise ship built in France. These contracts represent a 

capital investment by MSC Cruises exceeding EUR 2 billion 
and are expected to generate 14 million additional working 
hours.

MSC Cruises and Chantiers de l’Atlantique also extended 
their partnership over the next decade with two additional 
projects. First, the companies signed a memorandum of 
understanding (MoU) for the development of yet a new 
prototype class of LNG-powered cruise ships to operate 
under the MSC Cruises brand. For this project, MSC 
Cruises, the shipyard and other partners will focus on 
developing emerging environmental technologies in line 
with IMO’s vision for 2030 and 2050. The four vessels in this 
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new class would represent a capital investment exceeding 
EUR 4 billion and an extra 30 million working hours for 
the yard, the suppliers and subcontractors involved in the 
project.

A second MoU sees MSC Cruises partnering with Chantiers 
de l’Atlantique in the development of yet another innovative 
prototype ship class concept with which they will explore 
opportunities that wind power and other advanced 
technologies could bring to passenger shipping.

“The three agreements extend our investment plan up to 
2030. They stem from an exceptional partnership, with 
Chantiers de l’Atlantique, which has already delivered 
15 highly-innovative cruise ships over the past two 
decades. They also confirm this industry’s commitment 
to environmental sustainability, in this case helping the 
French national industry further position itself as a world 
leader in the development of next-generation technologies 
and other solutions,” said Pierfrancesco Vago, Executive 
Chairman, MSC Cruises.

Laurent Castaing, General Manager, Chantiers de 
l’Atlantique, also commented: “We are both committed 
to shaping the cruise of tomorrow and to developing ship 
concepts which go far beyond current environmental 
standards. Our companies have already been working 
together for 20 years and these new projects allow us to 
look enthusiastically to the future.”

LNG plant to fuel ships and trucks 
under construction in Antwerp

Cryostar and KC LNG (LNG division of MAKEEN Energy) 
have been awarded a contract for building an LNG ship 
bunkering and truck fueling facility in Europe’s no. 1 
breakbulk port of Antwerp. The project promotors of the 
facility are Fluxys, G&V, Titan LNG and Rolande, some of 
the strongest names in the European LNG industry.

Cryostar and KC LNG are set to commission the LNG facility 
in the first quarter of 2020. It will allow Fluxys, G&V, Titan 
LNG and Rolande to substantially widen the LNG fueling 
options at quay 526/528 in the port of Antwerp, where 
currently truck-to-ship bunkering is offered.

LNG-powered inland waterway ships will be able to dock 
at quay 526/528 for bunkering from a fixed storage unit, 
while LNG trucks will be able to refuel at the facility as well. 

Furthermore, mid 2020 the FlexFueler002 LNG bunkering 
barge will become operational in the greater Antwerp 
port area enabling safe and efficient ship-to-ship LNG 
bunkering on a larger scale.

“We are proud to be part of delivering this solution with 
some of the leading LNG players in Europe. We think 
that this project is yet another testament to the rapid 
development of the LNG market. Easily accessible and 
affordable LNG is in high demand, and we want to be at 
the forefront with more solutions that accommodate this 
demand,” said Frej Olsen, Head of Group LNG MAKEEN 
Energy.

New LNG bunkering simulator 
seeks to optimize training levels

Wärtsilä is launching its new LNG Bunkering & Supply 
System simulator to promote greater safety onboard 
LNG-powered vessels by improving the level of training 
for operators of LNG systems. The design is based on the 
well proven Wärtsilä LNGPac and Gas Valve Unit (GVU) 
technologies, and includes all auxiliary systems used in 
connection with the fuel supply. It is also in accordance with 
the STCW requirements for training seafarers onboard gas 
fueled ships to standards demanded by the IGF Code – the 
international code of safety.
The scope of simulation includes all operations related to 
the use of LNG fuel, from bunkering to gas fuel supply and 
engine operations, as well as troubleshooting. It provides 
realistic representation of the user interface for remote and 
local operating posts, as well as animated 3D visualization 
to facilitate situational awareness training. A ready 
prepared set of scenarios for tutorials and assessments is 
available as an additional option.
“As the move towards LNG fuel gathers pace in the marine 
industry, it is essential that crews are thoroughly and 
expertly trained on handling the related systems. This 
new simulator is designed to raise training levels on LNG 
bunkering and supply systems, and will therefore also 
raise onboard safety levels,” said Sergey Tarasov, Solutions 
Manager, Wärtsilä Voyage Solutions.
The Wärtsilä LNG Bunkering & Fuel Supply System 
simulator is available as a one-off purchase or on an annual 
subscription basis, and is part of the successful TechSim 
5000 product line. The LNGPac simulator enables a number 
of different configurations tailored to the customer’s needs. 
Installations have been carried out at maritime academies 
and consulting facilities in Italy, Malaysia and Finland. The 
simulator can also be utilized for in-house training by ship 
owners and ship management companies. 
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Innovative LNG solution chosen for 
next-generation short-sea cargo 
vessels
Four new next-generation short-sea cargo vessels being 
built at the WuHu Shipyard in China will feature LNG 
propulsion and storage systems provided by the technology 
group Wärtsilä. The ships have been ordered by Wijnne & 
Barends Chartering based in the Netherlands, an affiliate 
of the Dutch Spliethoff Group. The 5800 DWT Lo-Lo (lift-
on, lift-off) vessels, which will be among the first-ever of 
their type to be powered by LNG, will operate in the Baltic 

and North Seas and will be Finnish/Swedish Ice Class 1A 
classified.

Because of space restrictions on short-sea cargo ships, 
Wärtsilä developed a customized solution in close 
cooperation with the naval architect and the owners that 
allows the Wärtsilä LNGPac storage and supply system to 
be installed below deck without compromising the cargo 
hold space. Furthermore, the propulsion efficiency will be 
optimized as a result of Wärtsilä’s Opti Design capabilities 
that tailors the propeller and HP nozzle to specifically align 
with the vessel’s hull. These integrated technologies will be 
supported via Wärtsilä’s Data Collection Unit (WDCU) with 
iCloud based services and remote monitoring to optimize 
operability, fuel economy, and periodic maintenance.

“Wärtsilä’s expertise in delivering fully integrated systems, 
and our emphasis on partnering with customers and other 
stakeholders to develop the optimal solution can lead to 
state-of-the-art vessels, as is we have here,” said Luuk 
Hijlkema, Account Manager, Sales, Wärtsilä Marine.

“We are very pleased to have these next-generation 
sustainable vessels. Minimizing our environmental footprint 
has long been a focal point for us, and the reduction of 
emissions is a fundamental part of this. The new vessels 
running on LNG fit well into our continuous drive for 
greener operations,” comments Ad Toonen, Technical 
Director, Wijnne & Barends.

The four ships will each have a Wärtsilä 34DF dual-fuel 
main engine, a Wärtsilä gearbox, a Wärtsilä controlled pitch 
propeller (CPP) with HP nozzle, and a Wärtsilä LNGPac 
system. The equipment will be delivered to the yard during 
Q4 2020, and the first vessel is expected to be delivered 
during autumn 2021.

Steel cutting for UECC’s first LNG-
powered/battery hybrid PCTC

Representatives from United European Car Carriers 
(UECC), Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha (NYK), Japan 
Marine Science, MUFG Bank, DNV-GL, SDARI, CSSC and 
CSTC gathered at the Jiangnan Shipyard in Shanghai 
to witness and celebrate the steel cutting ceremony for 
UECC’s first battery hybrid LNG-powered pure car and 
truck carrier (PCTC).  UECC is owned in equal shares by 
NYK, one of the world’s largest shipping companies, and by 
Wallenius Lines of Stockholm, Sweden’s foremost shipping 
enterprise.

“This steel cutting ceremony marks a very special moment 
of pride, joy and emotion for all personnel at UECC, both 
on land as well at sea. I have no doubt that this day will be 
seen as a significant milestone in UECC’s history by the 
generation of people which follow. I therefore, feel specially 
privileged, to be present here at Jiangnan to witness the 
historic inauguration of the work on our first of the three 
LNG-fueled/battery hybrid solution vessels,” said UECC’s 
CEO, Glenn Edvardsen.

“The LNG/battery/hybrid installation will be a pioneering 
design. I am pleased to say that I am very impressed with 
the teamwork that has been shown by all parties so far 
and which is crucial in the time to come, in order to be able 
to efficiently solve issues together as a team. As active 

members of society, we all have a shared obligation to do 
our part to create a greener, more sustainable world, and 
hope you all really appreciate the exciting step UECC is 
taking towards a more environmentally friendly shipping,” 
he added.

Huang, President of the Jiangnan Shipyard Group, also 
commented: “As the first dual-fuel + battery-powered 
hybrid ship in the world, the newly started 3,600 CEU PCTC 
can meet the requirements of the full range while truly 
achieving ultra-low emissions. And it is so advanced that its 
speed, oil consummation and environment protection level 
has walked at the forefront of the world. With the smooth 
steel-cutting today, Jiangnan Shipyard will also promote 
its brand power and influence in the PCTC construction 
market, and UECC will consolidate its leading position in 
global automobile transportation field.”
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day, the buses do not need to be refueled while in service. 
Refueling takes place at night in the station.

Accessible to people with reduced mobility, these 18 meter 
vehicles have a 145 person capacity and include 32 seats 
and large bay windows that provide passengers with plenty 
of light. Commissioning this fleet of eight buses required 
the construction of a hydrogen station, inaugurated in 
September 2019, as well as a maintenance workshop 
adapted to using hydrogen. One hundred employees were 
trained in this project (50 for driving and 50 for maintenance 
and control).

Spain: new hydrogen-fueled vehicle 
prototype to be launched this year

The Catalan company EVARM will present a prototype 
of a hydrogen-powered car in 2020. It is a vehicle that 
incorporates the technology developed by EVARM together 
with the Korean Institute of Science and Technology (Kista), 
which consists of a station that transforms natural gas into 
hydrogen, allowing CO2 emissions to be reduced by 60%. 
The initiative, which has a duration of two and a half years, 
was supported by 200,000 euros of Acció (Generalitat de 
Catalunya’s agency for business competitiveness).

The objective of the project is to investigate alternatives 
to the use of fossil fuels in the automotive sector. With the 
developed technology, current vehicles powered by diesel 
can be used and adapted so that they can run on hydrogen. 
During the first quarter of 2020, EVARM will present the 
final design of the prototype of the vehicle and at the end 
of the year it plans to carry out the first traffic tests in 
Catalonia.

Kista has developed the technology of conversion of natural 
gas into hydrogen that can be installed at LNG stations, 
which will facilitate distribution as it would be available at 
existing refueling points. For its part, the Catalan company 
has developed the engine injection and electronics system 
that allows it to be adapted to use hydrogen.

Under the project, EVARM is also exploring how to obtain 
LNG from sustainable sources. The company investigates 
how to reuse waste – from wastewater, slurry or food, for 
example – as a source to obtain a biogas that, once treated, 
can be used as natural gas. This fuel of sustainable origin 
can be injected into the natural gas distribution network 

H2 SECTION
World’s first 100% hydrogen BRT 
system launched in southern France

Public transport operator Keolis has contributed to the 
launch of Pau’s 100% hydrogen BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) 
system, called Fébus, a global first for an 18 meter long 
vehicle. Inaugurated by François Bayrou, Mayor and 
President of the Pau Béarn Pyrénées intercommunal area, 
this new service was opened to the public in December. The 
innovative, sustainable mode of transport serves 14 stations 
along a six kilometer long dedicated BRT lane and is part of 
the city public transport network.

A long-standing partner of Pau transport operator SPL 
STAP (Société de Transport de l’Agglomération Paloise), 
in charge of operating Pau Béarn Pyrénées Mobilités’ city 

public transport network for 20 years, Keolis has worked on 
the launch of Fébus, which represents the culmination of 
the overhaul of the city transport network IDELIS, aimed at 
modernizing and developing the transport offer to increase 
the region’s appeal.

Keolis is providing technical assistance for the operation 
of the eight Fébus hydrogen-powered buses that run in 
the center of Pau. These vehicles operate on the route 
between François Mitterand Hospital, in the north of the 
intercommunal area, and Pau train station, in the south. 
They serve the city’s main points of activity: the educational 
(university), administrative as well as commercial and 
pleasure hubs (supermarket, cinema, restaurants, city 
center and its shops).

Thanks to a route which runs 85% of the time on six 
kilometer long dedicated lanes protected from other traffic, 
and a priority system at crossroads, the travel time of this 
key line for getting around Pau is only 17 minutes.

Built by the Belgian manufacturer Van Hool, these buses 
produce their electricity on board, using a hydrogen fuel 
cell. The hydrogen used to supply energy to the vehicles 
is produced in the station built near the IDELIS bus depot 
in Pau. A key asset of hydrogen power, these vehicles emit 
no pollution – be it noise or atmospheric pollution through 
greenhouse gas emissions– as the engine emissions are 
composed solely of water. With their range of 240 km/
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and used in different applications such as transport.

This same gas can be also transformed into hydrogen using 
the station developed by Kista. “It is about applying the 
principles of circular economy to obtain clean natural gas 
that can be transformed into hydrogen, the most abundant 
element in the universe as an alternative to fossil fuels. In 5 
years we will see hydrogen-powered vehicles circulating on 
roads frequently,” said EVARM director Xavier Ribas.

The project also has the collaboration of the company 
Enagás, which works on different projects to promote 
technologies that accelerate the energy transition.

Wholesaler ASKO rolls out 
Norway’s first hydrogen-fueled 
Scania trucks

One of the technology solutions that Scania has explored 
with its customer ASKO is fuel cell trucks powered by 
hydrogen. This venture now goes into the next phase with 
four trucks being put into real operation in a pilot that is 
one of the first of its kind. The pilot will be the basis for 
further learning and development for both companies. 
ASKO and Scania also celebrated the start of operations of 
the wholesaler’s hydrogen station in Trondheim.

“Scania continues to work with cutting edge technology that 
supports the shift to fossil free transport. An important part 
of this is done together with some of our most progressive 

partners, such as ASKO, in customer-near development”, 
said Karin Rådström, Head of Sales and Marketing at 
Scania.

“Hydrogen is an interesting option for long haulage 
electrified transport, and early tests show that the 
technology also works well in colder climate. We will 
continue to monitor the performance of these trucks 
closely. I also want to commend ASKO for taking early and 
bold steps to ensure a supply of hydrogen sourced from 
renewable sources and infrastructure for fueling. The 
company is a player who really take action to catalyze a shift 
toward sustainable transport,” added Rådström.

As always, Scania’s work is based on a modular approach. 
In the four trucks deployed in ASKO’s operations, the 
internal combustion engine in the powertrain is replaced by 
an electric machine, powered by electricity from fuel cells 
fed with hydrogen.
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Côte d’Ivoire: Scania will supply 50 
natural gas buses to Abidjan

Scania has signed an agreement with the Ivorian Ministry of Transport and SOTRA to 
upgrade bus fleet and improve public transport in Abidjan. The new vehicles will partly 
be deployed along the Boulevard Latrille Bus Rapid Transit system, which will form 
part of a future BRT system in Abidjan.

S cania has signed an agreement with the Ivorian 
Ministry of Transport and SOTRA, the Abidjan 
Transport Company, to deliver 450 buses. The new 
fleet includes 400 low-entry 13-meter buses and 

50 18-meter articulated buses, body built by Marcopolo; 
the latter will be fueled by CNG. This agreement is part 
of a major initiative to upgrade SOTRA’s fleet and improve 
public transport in Abidjan.

“With this agreement, Scania further strengthens its 
position in West Africa as a provider of sustainable 
solutions for urban mobility,” said Anna Carmo e Silva, 
Head of Buses and Coaches at Scania. “Over the past 
few years, Scania has successfully participated in 
improving urban mobility in Ghana and Nigeria. Based 
on that experience, we now look forward to a long-term 
partnership in providing better public transport services 
also in Abidjan.”

The new buses will partly be deployed along the Boulevard 
Latrille Bus Rapid Transit system, which will form part 
of a future BRT system in Abidjan. It is estimated that the 

population of Greater Abidjan will increase to 7.7 million by 
2030. By expanding public transport services through BRT, 
the aim is that two-thirds of the residents in 2030 will have 
access to the city center within an hour.

The agreement also includes upgrading bus depots and 
vocational training of drivers and service technicians. 
Scania, in collaboration with Agence Nationale d’Appui au 
Développement Rural (ANADER), has initiated a feasibility 
study funded by Swedfund, the Swedish Development 
Finance Institution, to assess the opportunities for 
producing local biofuels from agricultural waste from 
cocoa, rubber and banana cultivation.

A group of Swedish and French companies and institutions 
are presently engaged in sustainable public transport 
initiatives in Abidjan. Team Sweden with the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, Business Sweden, Swedfund, the Swedish 
Export Credit Agency, EKN, and the Swedish Export Credit 
Corporation, SEK, have supported with capacity building 
and financing.
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Fleet of 2,000 CNG buses will be 
deployed in Egypt

It was announced by the General Syndicate of Public Transport Authority Employees. 
Each vehicle will save more than LE 100,000 per year usually used for fuel and will help 
to protect the environment.

A ccording to the treasurer of the General Syndicate 
of Public Transport Authority Employees Sayed 
Gomaa, 2,000 60-seat buses run on natural gas 
will be launched soon in Egypt. He also hailed 

the launch in Cairo Governorate of 20 natural gas public 
transport buses, as well as Egypt’s first-ever electric bus, 
which is currently on a three-month trial operation.

The new buses contain six internal and external 
surveillance cameras and a designated area for people 
with special needs, with the same fees as regular buses 
to be applied, he said, adding that the new natural-gas 
powered buses will not have air conditioning.

A single vehicle will save more than LE 100,000 per 
year usually used for fuel and will help to protect the 
environment, Gomaa pointed out.

Meanwhile, the Public Transportation Authority announced 
the route for the first electric bus in Cairo, which will begin 
in Tahrir Square, passing by Abbasiya and ending at the 
American University in the Fifth Settlement, New Cairo.

Egypt’s first-ever electric bus

Egypt’s first-ever electric bus is currently on a three-
month trial operation, according to the head of the Cairo 
Public Transport Authority Rizk Ali, who added the vehicle 
can seat 32 passengers.

The Military 200 Factory, which is affiliated with the 
Ministry of State for Military Production, is in charge 
of electric bus production, in cooperation with Chinese 
company Foton, according to the head of the Cairo Public 
Transport Authority Rizk Ali.

In collaboration with China’s Foton Company, the Egyptian 
Ministry of Military Production is also set to produce 
affordable electric mini-cars (dubbed E-Motion cars), 
according to an official announcement by Egypt’s Minister 
of Military Production Mohamed Al-Assar.

Egypt to import Chinese buses  powered by 
electricity and natural gas 

Minister of Local Development Mahmoud Shaarawy 
asserted Egypt’s keenness on being up to the latest 
technological developments especially when it comes to 
the manufacture of vehicles powered by electricity and 
natural gas.

This came during Shaarawy’s meeting with a delegation 
from the Chinese company Yutong which is specialized in 
manufacturing electric and natural gas-powered buses. 
The meeting was attended by a delegation from Geyushi 
Motors, which represents the Chinese company in Egypt, 
and senior officials of the Ministry of Local Development.

The Chinese company manufactures 25 percent of the 
electric buses operating in China and 15 percent of those 
around the world.

The meeting reviewed aspects of cooperation between 
the Chinese company and Cairo Transportation Authority 
(CTA) to get new buses running on electricity and natural 
gas in accordance with international standards, a 
statement by the ministry said.

Shaarawy pointed out the new buses will have 60-70 
percent local components.
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First multi-fuel station 
opens in Egypt 

The Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources has launched the first integrated 
station in Egypt to supply cars with natural gas, LPG and electricity in the northeast of 
Cairo. It marks Eni’s first investment in fuel stations in Egypt.

M inister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources 
Tarek al-Mulla inaugurated the first integrated 
station in Egypt to supply cars with natural gas 
and LPG and charge electric vehicles in Port Said 

Governorate. 

The EGP 30 million station was set up by state-owned 
company Gastech and Italy’s energy giant Eni in Port Said, 
northeast of Cairo. It marks Eni’s first investment in fuel 
stations in Egypt, according to the ministry.

The capacity of the newly-established station is 900 cubic 
meters of natural gas, which can supply 1,000 vehicles 
daily. It also provides the public with 80, 92, and 95 octane 
gasoline and diesel.

Eni is planning to set up 50 dual-fuel stations across Egypt 
in the next five years as part of a September 2018 deal. 
Ten of these stations are due to open this year in several 
governorates, including in the capital Cairo.

The petroleum ministry said that establishing integrated 
stations is part of the ministry’s plan to improve fuel supply 
services and increase natural gas-powered vehicles.

Egypt aims to increase its use of renewable energy 
to 22 percent by 2020, and to 42 percent by 2035. The 
government is also pressing ahead with an ambitious plan 
to convert vehicles into the gas-powered system.
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Nigeria encourages CNG adoption 
According to the Minister of State for Petroleum Resources, there are plans to 
provide natural gas as an alternative fuel to petrol. The project will reduce the cost of 
transportation and play a vital role in eliminating the huge burden of subsidy payment.

T he Federal Government has revealed that plans are 
underway to provide natural gas as an alternative 
fuel to petrol. The Minister of State for Petroleum 
Resources, Chief Timipre Sylva announced it 

through a press briefing at the NNPC Towers.

Sylva further disclosed that the CNG as a transport fuel is 
already in use in Benin City, where over 10,000 vehicles are 
already running on it.

“What we have decided is that we should try and give the 
masses an alternative, this will move people to CNG. It 
costs less than the subsidized rate of petrol which is N145 
(USD 0,40) per liter, CNG will cost about N95 to N97 (USD 
0,25) per liter,” said the minister.

He further said that the planned introduction of CNG as an 
alternative fuel will reduce the cost of transportation and 
play a vital role in eliminating the huge burden of subsidy 
payment.
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Eni signs LNG supply agreement 
with Nigeria LNG 

The deal, together with the one for 1.1 million tons of LNG executed last December between 
Eni and NLNG, allows Eni to increase its global LNG portfolio starting from 2021 and to support 
further the development of its presence in the main destination markets worldwide.

E ni signed a new long term contract for the purchase 
of 1,5 million tons of LNG with Nigeria LNG Limited 
(NLNG), a joint venture between NNPC, Shell, Total 
and Eni (with Eni having a participating interest of 

10.4%).

The LNG will be produced from the existing Trains 1, 2 
and 3 located in Bonny Island, Nigeria. Eni, through its 
local affiliate NAOC, is also one of the suppliers of the 
liquefaction plant, thus contributing to the valorization of 
associated gas resources in Nigeria.

The deal, together with the one for 1.1 million tons of LNG 
executed last December between Eni and NLNG, allows 
Eni to increase its global LNG portfolio starting from 2021 
and to support further the development of its presence in 
the main destination markets worldwide.

Eni has been present in Nigeria since 1962, with operated 
and non-operated exploration development and production 
activities in the onshore and offshore areas of the Niger. 
Eni’s equity hydrocarbon production in the country exceeds 
100,000 boe/day.
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Tanzania: higher demand for natural 
gas expected in 2020 

PAN AFRICAN Energy Tanzania forecasts further increase in demand for gas, 
potentially through expansion of CNG as vehicle fuel. The company already supplies 
CNG to a growing number of domestic vehicles and public transport vehicles.

P AN AFRICAN Energy Tanzania (PAET) is expecting 
further increase in demand for gas this year for 
use in power generation and industrial sectors and, 
potentially through expansion of its ongoing CNG to 

motor vehicle project.

PAET supplies gas for more than 40 per cent of Tanzania’s 
total power generation and sustains 40 major industries in 
Dar es Salaam. It also supplies CNG to a growing number 
of domestic vehicles, public transport vehicles and to 
major hotels.

The PAET Managing Director, Andy Hanna said after a 
highly successful year of 2019 that saw significant growth 
in demand, PAET plans some challenging technical 
projects to meet demand and increase access to the 
benefits natural gas resources bring to the nation.

PAET is working to ensure gas production from the Songo 
Songo field can continue to meet demand beyond 2020, 
with several initiatives in progress or being evaluated.

“Success will depend considerably on our highly capable 
Tanzanian team working alongside our partner Tanzania 
Petroleum Development Corporation (TPDC) and support 
we have received from Petroleum Upstream Regulatory 
Authority (PURA), Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory 
Authority (EWURA) and other stakeholders of the Songo 
Songo project. All of the signs are there that we should 
be optimistic for the year ahead and for the natural gas 
industry as a whole in Tanzania,” he said.

Compression project

Installation of compression facilities is vital in optimizing 
the throughput capacity of the Songas facilities over the 
remaining term of the Production Sharing Agreement 
(PSA) and underlying license.

A Letter of Instruction was signed with an international 
contractor in December last year with significant presence 
and experience in Tanzania for the commencement of 
detailed engineering and design for the compression 
project. A definitive agreement for the project is expected 
to be signed soon on a fixed price, turnkey basis.

It is forecast that compression will be operational by the 
end of 2021 and cost approximately US$38 million of which 
US$34.2 million is forecasted to be spent in 2020.

The company is also evaluating options to work over 
onshore wells SS-3, SS-4 and SS-10 on Songo Songo 
Island in 2020 at an estimated cost of US$13.1 million. 
Although SS-10 is currently producing, SS-3 and SS-4 
are shut in, working them over will increase production 
and or greater production redundancy to ensure PAET 
can continue to meet demand during certain periods of 
maintenance.

Separately, the company has attained approval for 
expenditure of US$1.3 million to undertake a flow-line 
debottlenecking project, commencing in February to 
further increase production potential from some of its 
onshore wells.

PAET anticipates an investment of approximately US$ 80.2 
million in compression, workovers and de-bottlenecking 
to sustain production and meet the forecast gas demand 
profile through to October 2026, when the existing Songo 
Songo license expires.

By then, 762 Bcf of natural gas is expected to have been 
produced from the field, delivering considerable benefits 
and savings to the government and industries within 
Tanzania.
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Maruti Suzuki presents natural gas 
version of India’s best-selling car

The automaker continues to pave the way for the new BS6 emission norms ahead of timeline with 
Alto S-CNG as its first BS6 compliant CNG vehicle. The new car will offer a mileage of 31.59 km/kg.

C onsistently setting new benchmarks in the industry, 
Maruti Suzuki India Limited launched the S-CNG 
variant of India’s favorite car, Alto. The natural gas 
powered Alto BS6 will offer a mileage of 31.59 km/

kg. 

The automaker continues to pave the way for the new 
BS6 emission norms ahead of timeline with Alto S-CNG 
as its first BS6 compliant CNG vehicle. The new model is 
available in both LXi & LXi (O) variants.

“At Maruti Suzuki, we continuously strive to offer products 
that are technologically advanced and environment 
friendly. With the introduction of Alto BS6 S-CNG, we 
reinforce our efforts towards sustainable green mobility. 
The Alto BS6 S-CNG is designed to deliver optimum 
performance, safety, engine durability, convenience, and 
mileage. Maruti Suzuki’s large portfolio of green vehicles 
is a testimony of its commitment towards environment. We 
are encouraged with wide acceptance of S-CNG technology 
by our customers,” said Shashank Srivastava, Executive 

Director (Marketing & Sales), Maruti Suzuki India Limited

The launch of Maruti Suzuki’s S-CNG vehicle range is 
aligned to and complements the Government of India’s 
vision of reducing oil import and enhancing the share of 
natural gas in the energy basket of the country from 6.2% 
now to 15% by 2030. The company offers the widest range 
of green cars with S-CNG technology.

Maruti Suzuki S-CNG vehicles are equipped with dual 
interdependent ECUs (Electronic Control Units) and 
intelligent injection system. Vehicles are specially tuned 
and calibrated to deliver optimum performance and 
enhanced drivability across all kinds of terrains.

Maruti Suzuki Alto was the first vehicle to become BS6 
compliant, and the company has already sold over 100,000 
BS6 compliant Alto in the country. With timely upgrades, 
the brand Alto has stayed relevant and continues to be the 
best-selling car in the country for 15 consecutive years.
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CNG consumption grows in Iran

As reported by IRNA, the country’s CNG consumption which stood at 19 million 
cubic meters before the implementation of the fuel rationing scheme, now has 
raised to 25 mcm, which represents an increase of 31 percent.

C onsumption of CNG in Iran has increased by 31 
percent since the implementation of the gasoline 
rationing scheme, according to the National Iranian 
Oil Refining and Distribution Company (NIORDC).

As reported by IRNA (Islamic Republic News Agency), 
the country’s CNG consumption which stood at 19 million 
cubic meters (mcm) before the implementation of the fuel 
rationing scheme, now has increased to 25 mcm.

In mid-November 2019, the Iranian government started 
rationing of subsidized gasoline and increased fuel 
prices as it plans to use the revenue for supporting 
underprivileged families.

Later that month, the head of NIOPDC’s CNG promotion 
program announced that CNG consumption in the country 
had increased by 10 percent only two weeks after the 
beginning of the program.

According to Hassan Gholipour, there are currently 
2,400 CNG stations across Iran and more than 2,478 
compressors are installed in the country’s CNG stations.

Mohammad Baqer Nobakht, head of the Planning and 

Budget Organization, said on November 12 that proceeds 
from the price hikes would be used to fund additional 
subsidies for 18 million underprivileged families, or about 
60 million people.

According to a statement published by National Iranian 
Oil Products Distribution Company, the price for a liter of 
regular gasoline was increased to 15,000 rials (nearly 35 
cents at the official rate of 42,000 rials per dollar) from 
10,000 rials and the monthly ration for each passenger car 
was set at 60 liters. Additional purchases would cost 30,000 
rials per liter.

Due to heavy subsidies and devaluation of its currency, 
Iran has one of the cheapest fuel prices in the world and 
the country has been fighting rampant fuel smuggling to 
neighboring countries.

In one of its latest reports dubbed “World Energy Outlook 
2018”, the International Energy Agency (IEA) put Iran on 
top of the list of the world’s countries for energy subsidies. 
That means Iran holds the first place among the world’s 
countries in terms of the amount of subsidies which is 
allocated to energy consumption.
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Mitsubishi will build first 
Japanese natural gas-powered 
ferries

These vessels will be built at the Shimonoseki Shipyard & Machinery Works, with 
successive completion and handover scheduled for the end of 2022 to early 2023. Ferry 
Sunflower Limited based in Oita, will operate the vessels on its Osaka-Beppu route.

M itsubishi Shipbuilding Co., Ltd., a group company 
of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (MHI), has 
concluded a contract with Mitsui O.S.K. Lines 
(MOL) to build two LNG-fueled ferries, the first 

such project in Japan. 

These vessels will be built at the Shimonoseki Shipyard 
& Machinery Works, with successive completion and 
handover scheduled for the end of 2022 to early 2023. Ferry 
Sunflower Limited based in Oita, will operate the vessels 
on its Osaka-Beppu route.

The ferries will be about 199.9m long and 28.0m wide, with 
gross tonnage of approximately 17,300 tons. They will have 
maximum prescribed capacity for 763 passengers, and 
carrying capacity for around 136 13-meter trucks and 100 
cars. 

The main power plant will be a high-performance dual-fuel 
engine able to operate on both LNG and A‐type heavy oil, 
the first for a Japanese ferry. These engines will provide 

exceptional environmental performance, with a 20% 
reduction in CO2 emissions compared to existing vessels 
and virtually eliminating SOx emissions, reducing the 
environmental load.

Carrying capacity for trucks has also been significantly 
increased compared to existing vessels, with an expanded 
driver’s lounge and more area per passenger. The ferries 
will meet the need for a modal shift in transportation and 
represent an evolution in casual cruising, with relaxed 
and open public spaces including an expanded bath and 
restaurant, and an atrium extending through three floors.

Going forward, Mitsubishi Shipbuilding will continue to 
construct passenger‐cargo ships and transport vessels 
to support the steady operation of customers, and by 
providing technologies to reduce the environmental 
load will work together with its customers to solve their 
diverse challenges, vitalize maritime transportation, and 
contribute to environmental protection.
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Mitsubishi Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. has delivered the first 
LNG fuel supply system “FGSS (Fuel Gas Supply System)” 
for dual fuel marine engines. This system will be installed 
onboard the first LNG fueled pure car carrier (PCC) built 
in Japan, which is currently under construction at Shin 
Kurushima Toyohashi Shipbuilding Co., Ltd.

The FGSS is an LNG fuel gas supply system developed by 
Mitsubishi Shipbuilding utilizing LNG and vaporized gas 
handling technology developed through its long experience 
on the construction of LNG carriers, and also has been 
verified for marine use backed by accumulating experience 
in marine engine test facilities at engine manufacturers. 
Mitsubishi Shipbuilding has also provided the shipbuilding 
yard with the engineering service and technical support 
relating to the gas handling of the ship.

The FGSS consists of LNG fuel tanks, LNG fuel gas supply 
units and control unit, and is delivered in modules, which is 
expected to contribute to the optimum design of the cargo 
space and help the shipyard to shorten the installation 
period, as well as support safe operation by customizing the 

FGSS to meet the operational needs of the ship owner.

The supply of FGSS is expected to greatly contribute to 
the environmental performance of the ship and not only 
to meet the SOx emission regulations coming effect 
globally in 2020, but also to improve the energy efficiency 
(CO2 emissions per unit of transportation) of the ship by 
approximately 40%, which is far exceeding the International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) EEDI Phase 3 requirements 
that will become effective in 2025. The ship is additionally 
expected to reduce SOx by approximately 99% and NOx by 
approximately 86% compared with the conventional heavy 
oil-fired engines. Further, the ship has also been adopted 
by Japan’s Ministry of Environment and Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism as the model project 
to reduce CO2 emissions by using alternative fuel.

Mitsubishi Shipbuilding’s technology is also going to 
contribute to the economy for the ship owners and 
operators, increase the added value of the ships and reduce 
the environmental load that is increasing on a global scale.

On January 23, 2020, the tugboat Sakigake, Japan’s first 
LNG-powered vessel, was supplied with LNG as fuel for the 
100th time since the tugboat’s delivery in 2015. The vessel 
is owned by NYK and operated by Shin-Nippon Kaiyosha, an 
NYK Group company.

The LNG bunkering was conducted safely and efficiently 
from a tank truck at the No. 5 quay of Shinko, Yokohama.

NYK is making use of the expertise and know-how the 

company has obtained through LNG transportation over the 
years to expand its wide range of businesses to LNG-fuel 
supply and sale. The company is thus making a proactive 
effort to shift to LNG-fueled vessels as one solution to 
environmental concerns.

NYK will continue its efforts to reduce the company’s 
environmental load and contribute to the realization of a 
sustainable society.

100th LNG bunkering for Japan’s first LNG-fueled vessel 

First LNG-powered pure car carrier built in Japan gets fuel supply system
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World’s first LNG-powered large coal 
carriers under development 

Kyuden has engaged in long term transport agreements by deploying LNG-powered 
large coal carriers with NYK and MOL. The vessels are expected to be delivered 
between April and June 2023. 

K yushu Electric Power Co., Inc. (Kyuden) has 
engaged in long term transport agreements by 
deploying LNG-powered large coal carriers with 
Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha (NYK) and Mitsui 

O.S.K. Lines, Ltd (MOL). The vessels are expected to 
become the world’s first LNG-fueled large coal carriers, 
under the operation of NYK and MOL, to import coal to 
Kyuden’s coal-fired power plants.

The LNG procured for Kyuden’s thermal power plants will 
be supplied to the vessels as fuel at the loading facility of 
Kitakyushu Liquefied Natural Gas Co., Inc., a 75% owned 
subsidiary of Kyuden.

The use of LNG is expected to virtually eliminate SOx 

emissions and reduce approximately 80% of NOx 
emissions, as well as 30% of CO2 emissions, in comparison 
with traditional marine fuels.

NYK, MOL, and Kyuden are contributing to a sustainable 
marine transportation and the realization of a low carbon 
society by implementation of LNG as an eco-friendly 
fuel which effectively reduces carbon emissions and 
environment impact from marine transport.

The vessels are expected to be delivered between April 
and June 2023. NYK-operated carrier will be built by 
Oshima Shipbuilding and MOL-operated vessel by Namura 
Shipbuilding.
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Total supports development of LNG 
bunker supply chain in Singapore

Pavilion Energy Singapore and Total Marine Fuels Global Solutions have signed a 10-
year fully-termed agreement that includes the shared long-term use of the 12,000-
m³ GTT Mark III Flex membrane LNG bunker vessel (LNGBV) newbuild that will allow 
each party to supply LNG bunker to its respective customers.

P avilion Energy Singapore and Total Marine Fuels 
Global Solutions (TMFGS) have signed a 10-year 
fully-termed agreement to jointly develop an LNG 
bunker supply chain in the port of Singapore. This 

agreement follows the Heads of Agreement inked by the 
two companies in June 2018. The cooperation includes the 
shared long-term use of the 12,000-m³ GTT Mark III Flex 
membrane LNG bunker vessel (LNGBV) newbuild that will 
allow each party to supply LNG bunker to its respective 
customers.

“Pavilion Energy is fully committed to leading the maritime 
industry’s energy transition with LNG as a marine fuel – 
beginning in Singapore, our home base,” said Frédéric 
H. Barnaud, Group CEO of Pavilion Energy. “We are very 
pleased to be working with our strategic partners such 
as Total, to jointly develop robust LNG bunker logistics 
and supplies that are readily available for customers in 
Singapore and beyond.”

“We are very proud that the cooperation between 
Pavilion Energy and Total is paving the way towards 
the development of LNG as a marine fuel, especially in 
Singapore, the largest bunkering hub in the world,” said 
Jérôme Leprince-Ringuet, Managing Director of TMFGS. 
“With this agreement, we pursue our ambition to build a 

comprehensive network of supply for this clean marine 
fuel. It also underscores our commitment to offer our 
customers the best available and technologically proven 
solution to significantly reduce the environmental footprint 
of maritime transport.”

Pavilion Energy has taken several firm steps to invest in 
and support Singapore’s LNG bunker readiness. In May 
2019, it performed Singapore’s first commercial ship-
to-ship LNG bunkering operation, which comprised a 
reload of 2,000 m³ of LNG from a small-scale tanker to a 
receiving heavy-lift commercial vessel. Pavilion Energy 
also chartered its first LNGBV newbuild from Mitsui O.S.K. 
Lines Ltd (MOL) in last February, with the vessel currently 
undergoing construction at Sembcorp Marine’s Tuas 
Boulevard Yard.

Total has built up a number of pioneering achievements 
in the development of LNG as a marine fuel. The 12,000-
m³ LNGBV shared with Pavilion Energy will add to the two 
LNGBVs already chartered by Total from MOL. The first, 
an 18,600-m³ vessel ordered in February 2018, will be 
positioned in Rotterdam from 2020, and her sister ship 
ordered in December 2019 will be positioned in Marseilles 
from 2021.
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Isuzu and Honda partner to 
develop hydrogen fuel cell 
heavy-duty trucks

Moreover, through this joint research, Isuzu and Honda 
will not only realize clean, low-noise, low-vibration heavy-
duty trucks customers are waiting for, but also promote 
expansive discussions by the industry so that the use of fuel 
cell trucks and hydrogen energy can contribute to the future 
prosperity of the logistics industry and all other industries 
in the society and to the early realization of hydrogen society.

Isuzu has been striving to promote the utilization of low-carbon and sustainable energy. To 
that end, it has been researching and developing various powertrains including engines for 
natural gas vehicles and electric vehicle powertrains. In parallel, Honda has been working 
toward the realization of a carbon-free society and has been researching and developing fuel 
cell vehicles for more than 30 years. 

I suzu Motors Limited and Honda R&D Co., Ltd., a 
R&D subsidiary of Honda Motor Co., Ltd., signed an 
agreement to undertake joint research on heavy-duty 
trucks, utilizing fuel cells as the powertrain. 

Today, the automobile industry is facing demand to reduce 
exhaust gas/carbon emissions from mobility products in 
order to address the on-going global challenge of reducing 
environmental footprint. Moreover, from the perspective of 
energy security, the industry is required to take initiatives to 
promote utilization of renewable energy.

Under these circumstances, as a commercial vehicle 
manufacturer committed to support transportation, 
Isuzu has been striving to promote the utilization of low-
carbon and sustainable energy. To that end, Isuzu has 
been researching and developing various powertrains 
including engines for natural gas vehicles and electric 
vehicle powertrains, which accommodate a broad range of 
customer needs and how vehicles are used.

In parallel, Honda has been working toward the realization 
of a carbon-free society and, to this end, in addition to hybrid 
and battery electric vehicles, it has been researching and 
developing fuel cell vehicles, the ultimate environmental 
technology, for more than 30 years. But there are still 
some issues that need to be addressed to popularize the 
use of fuel cell and hydrogen energy. These issues, mostly 
related to cost and infrastructure, need to be tackled not 
only by individual companies but more expansively through 
industry-wide initiatives.

Against this backdrop, Isuzu was striving to expand its 
lineup of next-generation powertrains for heavy-duty trucks, 
and Honda was striving to expand application of its fuel cell 
technologies beyond use for passenger vehicles, which will 
represent progress toward the realization of a hydrogen 
society. Sharing the same technological research goals, 
the two companies reached an agreement to conduct joint 
research on heavy-duty fuel cell trucks.

Taking advantage of the respective strengths each company 
has amassed over a long period of time, that is, Isuzu’s 
strengths in the development of heavy-duty trucks and 
Honda’s strengths in the development of fuel cell, the two 
companies will strive to establish the foundation for basic 
technologies such as fuel cell powertrain and vehicle control 
technologies.
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Biomethane use in transportation 
sector grows by almost 600% in U.S.

Calgren Dairy Fuels and SoCalGas announced that four additional Central Valley dairies have 
started sending methane produced from cow manure to Calgren’s biogas operation in Pixley, 
where it is processed into high-quality biomethane. “Over the last five years, renewable 
natural gas use in the transportation sector has grown by almost 600%,” said Sharon Tomkins 
from SoCalGas.

C algren Dairy Fuels and Southern California Gas 
Co. (SoCalGas) announced that four additional 
Central Valley dairies have started sending methane 
produced from cow manure to Calgren’s biogas 

operation in Pixley, where it is processed into high-quality, 
renewable natural gas and injected into SoCalGas’ system. 
The Calgren facility now collects methane, a potent 
greenhouse gas (GHG) that would otherwise escape to 
the atmosphere, from more than 66,000 cows at 10 area 
dairy farms. The additional dairies are projected to nearly 
double the amount of biogas produced at the plant, further 
reducing GHG emissions. Calgren partnered with Maas 
Energy Works to develop these four new dairy digesters 
as well as the previous six dairy digesters that have been 
operating since 2018.
“Over the last five years, renewable natural gas use in 
the transportation sector has grown by almost 600%,” 
said Sharon Tomkins, SoCalGas vice president and chief 
environmental officer. “We’re looking to build on that 
success by delivering more renewable energy options to 
our customers, including renewable natural gas produced 
at farms, hydrogen made from surplus solar energy, and 
advanced fuel cell systems that can provide energy in 
extreme weather events. Each of these technologies will be 

essential to meeting California’s ambitious climate goals 
affordably.”
“Calgren is leading efforts in California on this front, 
working with both dairies and SoCalGas to mitigate 
emissions,” said Lyle Schlyer, president of Calgren 
Renewable Fuels. “This facility alone will eventually 
capture methane produced from the manure of more 
than 75,000 cows, preventing about 130,000 tons of GHG 
emissions from entering the atmosphere each year, the 
equivalent of taking more than 25,000 passenger cars off 
the road annually.”
The biomethane produced at Calgren’s facility today is 
used as a carbon-negative fuel for heavy-duty vehicles like 
transit buses and long-haul trucks. It can also be delivered 
to customers to generate clean electricity and heat homes 
and businesses.
Biomethane is already helping eliminate emissions from 
trucks and buses. Over the last five years, its use as a 
transportation fuel has increased 577%, helping displace 
over seven million tons of CO2 equivalent (how GHG 
emissions are measured), which is equal to the emissions 
from more than a million homes’ electricity use  for one 
year.
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Clean Energy Fuels Corp. delivered 143 million gallons of 
Redeem™ renewable natural gas last year as robust sales 
of the carbon-neutral transportation fuel continued in 
2019, closing out the year with significant deals throughout 
North America. The environmental impact of replacing 143 
million gallons of diesel with biomethane is the equivalent 
of reducing 745,000 metric tons of greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions—also equal to removing 158,000 cars off the road, 
or reducing 260,000 tons of waste that would otherwise be 
sent to the landfill.
In 2019, Clean Energy unveiled ambitious goals to exclusively 
offer zero-carbon Redeem at all of its fueling stations by 
2025. At this pace Clean Energy would outdistance other 
alternative fuels, including electric vehicles, which are not 
expected to hit that mark until 2045.
Clean Energy’s 2019 Redeem totals were bolstered by a 
seven-year contract with UPS for 170 million gallons to fuel 
their large fleet of natural gas heavy-duty trucks around 
the country, the largest purchase of biomethane ever in the 
U.S. In 2019 Clean Energy provided an estimated 16 million 

of Redeem to UPS. Redeem sales were also 
strengthened by the addition of more ultra-
low emissions trucks operating in the ports 
of Los Angeles; and from wider adoption 
by municipalities including Santa Monica, 
Santa Clarita, Midway City, Redondo Beach, 
Sacramento, Ontario and San Jose.
“Fleets are discovering that biomethane, 
together with natural gas engine technology, 
is a proven solution that can significantly 
decrease the impact of harmful emissions 
and reduce GHG emissions,” said Chad 
Lindholm, vice president, Clean Energy Fuels. 
“Clean Energy’s corporate vision is directly 
tied to improving air quality and positively 
impacting public health, so we’ll continue to 

grow Redeem’s role in our fuel offerings to provide a clean 
and cost-effective alternative to diesel fuel.”
Some of the fleets using Redeem:
• Ecology Auto Parts (Southern California): 47 new class 8 
trucks.
• Orange County Department of Public Works: 50 municipal 
vehicles such as sweepers and dump trucks.
• LAZ Parking: more than 40 CNG buses in Southern 
California.
• Shuttle company Amato: 17 hotel and charter service 
shuttle buses.
• Demolition company IRS Demo (Los Angeles): three new 
CNG trucks.
• Fox Rent A Car: 17 CNG rental car shuttles at Los Angeles 
International Airport and McCarren Airport in Las Vegas.
• Sunset Property Services (Irvine, California): it has doubled 
its natural gas street sweeper fleet in the past 36 months.
• Western Eagle Shuttle (California Bay Area): passenger 
shuttles at San Francisco International Airport.

Clean Energy delivered 30% more renewable natural gas last year
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T rillium announced that it is adding two new public 
CNG fueling stations to its network of California 
locations. The company designed and built the 
stations at two Love’s Travel Stops located in 

Lost Hills and Tehachapi, California. The facilities will 
offer biomethane fueling capabilities to fleet customers. 
Produced entirely from organic waste streams, it is a low-
carbon fuel and interchangeable with pipeline-quality 
natural gas that reduces greenhouse gas emissions 40-
125% (depending on the feedstock) when compared to 
diesel.

The new CNG stations will feature two fast-fill dispensers 
and will be heavy-duty vehicle accessible. Slated to open 
in the first quarter of 2020, these two new stations will add 
to the network of more than 30 private and public Trillium 
locations in California.

“We are excited to expand our network and bring access to 
renewable natural gas fueling to our many fleet customers 
operating in California’s Central Valley,” said JP Fjeld-
Hansen, vice president of Trillium. “Trillium continues 
to lead in providing clean fueling options and innovative 
solutions that meet the needs of our diverse customers 
– helping fleets reach their sustainability goals while 
improving their bottom line.”

Gemini Motor Transport, the primary fuel carrier for Love’s 
Travel Stops, will be fueling its growing CNG fleet of tractor 
trailers, which use the new Cummins Westport Low NOx 
12-liter natural gas engine, with biomethane from the two 
new locations, as well as an existing station in Tulare.

The 24/7 stations will be the first Trillium facilities in Kern 

New CNG stations opening in 
California, will offer renewable 
natural gas

Trillium announced the launch of new refueling stations at two Love’s Travel Stops, located in 
Lost Hills and Tehachapi, which will also offer biomethane. Moreover, the MSRC helped two 
of its school district project partners to open their new bus stations in the South Coast region, 
where at least 50% of the CNG dispensed must be renewable gas.

County, a vital transit corridor for California.

Mobile Source Air Pollution Reduction Review Committee

The Mobile Source Air Pollution Reduction Review 
Committee (MSRC) closed out 2019 by joining two of its 
school district project partners in the grand opening events 
for their new CNG fueling stations in the South Coast region. 
For both stations, at least 50% of the natural gas dispensed 
must be renewable natural gas, helping reduce climate 
pollution and enhancing the diversity of the fuel supply.

In November, MSRC Contracts Administrator Cynthia 
Ravenstein was on-hand to participate in the Moreno 
Valley Unified School District’s ribbon cutting ceremony 
for its new CNG station. With the help of $200,000 in Clean 
Transportation Funding from the MSRC, the school district 
invested in the limited-access facility to support its fleet of 
nearly 30 CNG school buses.

In December, the Mountain View School District, located in 
the community of El Monte, opened a new limited-access 
CNG station. Ravenstein and Matt MacKenzie, MSRC 
Contracts Assistant, were there to celebrate the MSRC’s 
grant of $275,000 which helped fund the construction of 
the station.

School Board members and staff remarked that the new 
infrastructure will not only help clean the air but also 
save significant staff time resources since drivers used to 
have to take their buses to a distant fueling station. The 
new station will also mean the buses can receive a more 
complete fill and travel farther with students once they are 
fueled up.
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LA Metro adds 70 natural gas buses to L.A. 
County fleet, part of Vision 2028 Plan

N ew Flyer of America Inc. announced the Los 
Angeles County Metro Transit Authority (LA Metro) 
has exercised options for 70 Xcelsior® 60-foot, 
CNG buses, for a total of 140 equivalent units 

converted from the backlog. The options are part of a 
contract with LA Metro for up to 400 CNG buses originally 
announced in October 2017 and includes an initial order of 
65 buses with options to purchase an additional 335 buses. 
LA Metro is the United States’ third-busiest transit agency 
and is the largest transit agency in L.A. County.

The order replaces older, end-of-life vehicles, supporting 
LA Metro’s goal to reduce emissions in L.A. County through 
the Zero Emission Roadmap 2.0, while also working toward 
fulfillment of its Vision 2028 Plan. Vision 2028 aims to 
transform mobility in L.A. County through a multi-pronged 
approach that includes reducing traffic congestion, 
reducing travel time via high quality transit options, 
delivering outstanding trip experiences and enhancing 
communities and lives through mobility and equitable 
access. The order of articulated buses also allows LA 
Metro to deliver greater capacity along its busiest routes, 
with passenger capacity of up to 120 on each bus.

“Since 1998, New Flyer has proudly delivered nearly 1,500 
buses to LA Metro to provide greater mobility options 
through public transit. Our CNG buses continue to provide 
safe, clean, and reliable transit while helping the people 
of L.A. County move through their community each day,” 
said Chris Stoddart, President, New Flyer. “We commend 
LA Metro on its continued pursuit of sustainable and 
zero-emission mobility and look forward to assisting the 
achievement of 100% zero-emission transit over the new 
decade.”

Xcelsior CNG buses conform to the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA) Comprehensive Heavy-Duty 
National Program standards, reducing fuel consumption 
for heavy-duty highway vehicles. This low-emission CNG 
option also works to combat global climate change and 
aggressively reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
heavy-duty vehicles.

San Diego MTS buys CNG coaches to further 
reduce emissions

Motor Coach Industries (MCI), a U.S. subsidiary of NFI 
Group Inc., (NFI), announced that San Diego Metropolitan 
Transit System (MTS) has ordered 24 MCI D4500 commuter 
coaches powered by natural gas. MTS is decreasing its 
fleet emissions with the purchase of this NGVs, which will 
replace 12-year old diesel intercity buses on commuter 
express routes operating between downtown San Diego 
and suburbs.

Each new coach is powered by the low NOx Cummins 
ISX12N natural gas engine, certified to the California 
Air Resources Board, along with having 90% fewer NOx 
emissions than the current U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) standard.

A pioneer and proponent of clean fuels, San Diego’s 
MTS was the first public transit agency in California and 
the United States to move to a CNG fleet in early 2000s. 
Additionally, the agency uses renewable natural gas to fuel 
its entire fleet of 40- and 60-foot fixed-route CNG buses.

“We’re honored to add the CNG MCI commuter coach to 
the fleet of an environmental innovator like San Diego 
Metropolitan Transit System,” said Tom Wagner, MCI Vice 
President of Public Sector. “In addition to cleaner mass 
transportation, these CNG-propelled Commuter Coaches 
will provide exceptional comfort to MTS’s ridership and 
reliable low total cost of operation for many years to come.”

“This purchase is an important milestone for MTS as we 
will now be able to retire the last of our diesel buses,” 
said MTS CEO Paul Jablonski. “MTS operates one of the 
cleanest fleets in the United States and the agency has 
made significant contributions to reduce emissions for our 
region.”

MCI notes that public transit agencies have seen up to a 
28% reduction in operating and maintenance costs with its 
CNG commuter coaches compared to diesel equivalents.

The transit agency has exercised options for 70 New Flyer CNG buses. The order replaces older, 
end-of-life vehicles, supporting LA Metro’s goal to reduce emissions in L.A. County through the 
Zero Emission Roadmap 2.0, while also working toward fulfillment of its Vision 2028 Plan.
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Cummins Westport’s full NGV engine 
range certified as near zero

C ummins Westport Inc. (CWI) has received 
certifications from both the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and Air Resources Board 
(ARB) in California for its B6.7N natural gas engine. 

Like the Cummins Westport ISX12N and L9N engines, the 
B6.7N meets California ARB optional Low NOx standard 
of 0.02 g/bhp-hr, a 90% reduction from engines operating 
at the current EPA NOx limit of 0.2 g/bhp-hr. The B6.7N 
also meets 2021 EPA greenhouse gas emission (GHG) 
requirements.

“We are proud to continue our legacy of emissions-leading 
products,” said Gordon Exel, President, Cummins Westport 
Inc. “The B6.7N is an excellent choice for medium-duty 
customers looking to reduce GHG emissions and lower 
their overall environmental footprint without sacrificing 
performance.”

The B6.7N natural gas engine is available with ratings 
from 200 to 240 hp and up to 560 lb-ft. of peak torque. It 
is designed for truck, school bus, and shuttle bus. Like 
Cummins Westport’s L9N and ISX12N engines, the B6.7N 
features on-board diagnostics, an enhanced, maintenance-
free three-way catalyst, a closed crankcase ventilation 

Like the Cummins Westport ISX12N and L9N engines, the 
B6.7N now meets California ARB optional Low NOx standard 
of 0.02 g/bhp-hr, a 90% reduction from engines operating 
at the current EPA NOx limit of 0.2 g/bhp-hr. The B6.7N also 
meets 2021 EPA GHG emission requirements.

system, and an engine control module recently redesigned 
for improved durability.

“All of the institutional knowledge we developed with the 
9-liter and 12-liter engines went into the B6.7N,” said 
Tom Hodek, Cummins Westport Sales and VPI Program 
Director. “We’re now able to deliver a full suite of ‘Near 
Zero’ emissions options for the on-highway market, and 
we feel these products give the industry an economically 
viable way to reduce emissions while maintaining 
performance and low cost of operation.”

All CWI engines offer customers the choice of using 
CNG, LNG, or biomethane as a fuel. Combining Cummins 
Westport’s ultra-low emission engines with biomethane 
provides additional and significant GHG reductions.
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A report released by the Florida Ports Council 
shows Florida’s seaports and industry partners 
are investing in innovations to be more efficient 
and effective, including the implementation 

of environmentally friendly, less costly, domestically-
produced natural gas as an alternative fuel. Florida’s 15 
ports support more than 900,000 jobs across the state, and 
have a total economic impact of more than $117 billion.

As more stringent air quality regulations for port 
operations and maritime vessels are required by the 
International Maritime Organization, there is increased 
demand for alternative fuels in the national and global 
transportation industry, according to the Alternative Fuels 
Study. In shipping and rail industries, LNG has proven the 
most cost effective and beneficial alternative fuel source. 
In fleet and cargo handling operations, CNG and LNG 
are both reliable alternatives, subject to the particular 
application and task.

“The rapid expansion of the natural gas industry 
and the alternative fuel market provides an exciting 
opportunity for Florida seaports to expand their use 
of natural gas, creating economic and environmental 
benefits for the state,” said Doug Wheeler, Florida Ports 
Council President and CEO. “Our ports are in a unique 
position to capitalize on their economic strength and 
are on the leading edge nationally of LNG for cargo 

Florida ports bet on the adoption of 
natural gas as an eco-friendly fuel

Florida’s seaports are on the leading edge of alternative fuel utilization nationally. For 
example, JAXPORT has the largest LNG bunkering operation at a U.S. port, which includes 
JAX LNG and Eagle LNG facilities.

and cruise vessels. We must ensure that Florida has 
the infrastructure and business climate to promote 
the economic and environmental benefits from these 
alternative fuels.”

Florida seaports are on the leading edge of alternative 
fuel utilization nationally. For example, JAXPORT has 
the largest LNG bunkering operation at a U.S. port, 
which includes JAX LNG and Eagle LNG facilities with 
the capability to serve not only the domestic fleet but 
larger international vessels as well. Other ports around 
the state including PortMiami, Port Tampa Bay and Port 
Canaveral that are capable of handling ISO containers 
without modification are also poised to receive LNG 
delivered by truck or rail, and then loaded onto container 
ships or roll-on/roll-off oceangoing carriers for export.

Moreover, according to the Cruise Ship Order Book, 
26 new LNG-powered cruise ships are to be built and 
delivered during 2020-2026. As cruise vessels shift 
toward alternative power sources, Florida’s cruise ports 
such as PortMiami, Port Everglades, and the Port of Palm 
Beach will invest in infrastructure to accommodate this 
new type of vessel. Port Canaveral will homeport the first 
fully LNG-powered cruise ship in North America, Carnival 
Cruise Line’s Mardi Gras, later this year, and the new ship 
will be fueled by an LNG bunkering barge.
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NGVAmerica issues weight allowance 
guidance for natural gas fueled fleets

N GVAmerica released an updated Natural Gas 
Vehicle Weight Allowance Guidance flyer for use 
by interested natural gas fleets across the United 
States. The flyer was developed to assist fleets 

in communicating new federal guidance related to the 
2,000 lbs. increase to the existing 80,000 lbs. gross vehicle 
weight limit operating on the interstate highway system. 
NGVAmerica developed the flyer as a resource for use by 
natural gas vehicle operators on the road, to be included 
with other necessary documentation.
The flyer was updated in response to the Federal Highway 
Administration’s (FHWA) issuance on November 4, 2019 of 
a long-awaited memorandum clarifying earlier changes to 
the federal weight exemption for natural gas vehicles. The 
memorandum updates questions and answers previously 
issued by FHWA to incorporate changes enacted in 
February 2019 as part of Public Law 116-6.
As expected, the new guidance clarifies that natural gas 
vehicles qualify for a flat 2,000-pound weight exemption. 
As before, the weight allowance is applicable to single axle, 
tandem axle, and federal bridge formula maximum weight 
limits and is mandatory on interstate highways.
The guidance no longer requires an accounting of the net 
weight of the natural gas fuel systems; that language 
was struck from the federal statute. The change – long 
championed by NGVAmerica – makes it easier for 
businesses to take advantage of the weight allowance 
and simplifies needed guidance to state enforcement 
authorities.
The increased weight allowance was initially included in 
The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act of 
2015. Since then, NGVAmerica has worked to clarify and 
extend the federal highway limit to state and local roads in 
33 states.
The flyer lists the Federal law providing for the increase as 
well as commonly asked questions included in the FHWA 
guidance. Page Two includes information on how local and 
state regulatory and law enforcement officials can easily 
identify vehicles fueled by natural gas.

The guidence flyer was developed to assist fleets in communicating new federal guidance 
related to the 2,000 lbs. increase to the existing 80,000 lbs. gross vehicle weight limit 
operating on the interstate highway system.

NGVi surpasses 1,000 certified CNG fuel 
system inspectors

Natural Gas Vehicle Institute (NGVi) has certified more 
than 1,000 CNG fuel system inspectors since the program 
was launched in late 2016. This represents ten times the 
number of inspectors certified just three years ago and is 
comprised of representatives from 51 transit agencies, 28 
refuse companies, 25 trucking companies, 46 municipal 
fleets, as well as those from numerous school districts, 
cylinder manufacturers, truck manufacturers and dealers, 
and more.

“We are thrilled to see this growing commitment to 
ensuring fleet safety,” said Annalloyd Thomason, Vice 
President and General Manager of NGVi. “NGVi CNG Fuel 
System Inspector Certification is an important verification 
of the technician’s qualifications and competence, and a 
recognized hallmark of best practices in risk mitigation for 
the operation of CNG powered vehicles. The large interest 
in our program clearly signifies that companies recognize 
the importance of having their technicians certified.”
Qualified CNG fuel system inspectors must be able to 
thoroughly examine all components of the CNG fuel 
system, correctly identify and determine the extent 
or significance of any discovered damage, and clearly 
understand and prescribe what actions must be taken. 
They also must have sufficient knowledge of all applicable 
codes and standards governing CNG fuel system 
installation and CNG fuel system components, as well 
as be able to interpret and apply them in the inspection 
process.

“On-the-job applicability and practicality are the main 
attributes of any certification program. Right from the start, 
we specifically focused on creating a rigorous certification 
that assesses in detail the knowledge and skills 
technicians must apply during an actual inspection,” added 
Thomason. “It’s imperative that organizations ensure their 
CNG fuel system inspectors are 100% qualified for the job.”
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T he U.S. Department of Energy announced up to $64 
million in funding to advance innovations that will 
build new markets for the H2@Scale initiative. This 
investment will support transformational research 

and development (R&D), innovative hydrogen concepts that 
will encourage market expansion and increase the scale of 
hydrogen production, storage, transport, and use.

Hydrogen and fuel cells represent an industry with the 
potential to enable resiliency, energy security, emission 
reductions, and economic growth across sectors. While 
the United States produces 10 million tons of hydrogen 
annually, a significant increase in hydrogen supply 
and demand will be required to fully realize hydrogen 
benefits across the economy.

Hydrogen can add value to industrial sectors such as 
steel and ammonia production, spur baseload power 
sources such as nuclear, and accelerate the integration 

U.S. Energy Department 
allocates $64M to support 
advance of H2 industry

This investment will support transformational R&D, innovative hydrogen concepts that 
will encourage market expansion and increase the scale of hydrogen production, storage, 
transport, and use.

of renewables in the energy system. Opportunities also 
exist in large-energy use applications for mobility, such 
as trucks, rail and marine, as well as in energy storage.

Some key initiatives: 

• Fuel Cell R&D and Domestic Manufacturing for Medium 
and Heavy Duty Transportation (up to $10M): Advancing 
the development of domestically manufactured fuel 
cell components and stacks that meet the cost and 
performance needs of trucks and other emerging heavy 
duty applications.

• H2@Scale New Markets Demonstrations in Maritime 
and Data Centers (up to $14M): Developing first-of-a-
kind demonstrations to jumpstart emerging new market 
opportunities for hydrogen in maritime and data center 
applications.




